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Izvleček
Nedavno objavljena aktivnost “Skrivnosti prevodne niti” vključuje tako znanstvene,
kot tudi inženirske elemente [1]. Sledi korakom procesa, ki je sestavni del ISLE (ang.
Investigative science learning environment). ISLE je ogrodje za učenje fizike, ki
simulira delo znanstvenikov [2]. V tem magistrskem delu smo raziskovali podobnosti
in razlike v pristopu k aktivnosti “Skrivnosti prevodne niti” med študenti fizike in
študenti elektrotehnike. Primerjali smo tudi pristop študentov, ki so imeli izkušnje le
s klasičnim, frontalnim poukom, in pristop študentov, ki imajo tri semestre izkušenj
s procesom ISLE. Poleg tega je bil eden izmed ciljev magistrske naloge še preveriti
ali motivacijski uvod vpliva na uspešnost študentov pri reševanju problema.
Primerjali smo delo osmih skupin s tremi študenti v posamezni skupini. Študije
vseh primerov so bile narejene tako z neposrednim opazovanjem dela študentov, kot
tudi s snemanjem in kasnejšo videoanalizo njihovega dela. Ugotovili smo, da so
študetni fizike opazili in razložili več različnih lastnosti prevodne niti, svoje razmišljanje podprli z več različnimi reprezentacijami in bolj temeljito testirali svoje razlage.
Ugotovili smo tudi, da so študenti elektrotehnike v času svojega študija razvili boljši
občutek za velikosti fizikalnih količin povezanih z analizo električnih vezij. Opazili
smo, da so večinoma le študenti z izkušnjami s procesom ISLE napovedali (artikulirali) izide testnih poskusov. Ti študenti so bili tudi edini, ki so predlagali več
različnih razlag za opažen pojav. Poleg tega smo opazili še, da ni nobne razlike med
uspešnostjo pri reševanju problemov med študenti z in študenti brez motivacijskega
uvoda in tudi, da so vsi študenti bili enako uspešni pri iskanju načinov uporabe
prevodne niti, ne glede na to ali so se o fiziki prevodne niti naučili ob aktivnosti ali
pa so o fiziki prevodne niti slišali na tradicionalnem predavanju.

Ključne besede: ISLE, inženirsko načrtovanje, študija primera, video analiza, prevodna nit, motivacija, znanstvene prakse, inženirske prakse, skupinsko delo
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Abstract
“Mysteries of the conductive thread” is an activity, which engages students in scientific and engineering practices [1]. It follows the steps of the process called Investigative Science Learning environment (ISLE), a framework for science inquiry
learning, that mirrors the work of an expert [2]. Research in this thesis investigates
how the reasoning in the activity “Mysteries of the conductive thread” of electrical engineering students differs from the reasoning those of physics students, how
the reasoning of traditionally taught students differ from students that are familiar
with ISLE process and wether a motivational introduction affects students success
in problem solving.
We compared eight case studies. All of the case studies were conducted with groups
of three students, who were videotaped while solving tasks of the given activity.
With analyzing the videos we found out that physics students observed and explained more patterns, used more representations and tested the explanations to
the higher degree, but also that electrical engineering students developed a better
feeling for the quantities throughout their studies. We observed that mostly only
ISLE students predicted the outcomes of the testing experiments and tested an explanation with multiple testing experiments. They were also the only ones that
proposed multiple explanations for a single phenomenon. Furthermore, we observed
that there was no difference in the success of problem solving between the students with and without the motivational introduction and also that students were
all equally successful in proposing applications of the conductive thread, no matter
whether they learned about the physics of the conductive thread through their own
investigation or were given an explanation about it in a traditional lecture.

Keywords: Investigative Science Learning Environment (ISLE), Engineering design, case study, video analysis, conductive thread, motivation, scientific practices,
engineering practices, group work
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The only constant in the modern world are changes. Therefore, there is a demand
for people who can solve complex problems, evaluate solutions, design experiments,
collect and analyze data, and collaborate with other people. These are the needs of
the labor market in the 21st. century and these are the skills everyone should develop for critical consumption of all information. Research indicate that procedural
knowledge (“knowing how” - reasoning) is needed more than declarative knowledge
(“knowing what” - facts) and is learned while on the job and not in school. We
all spend a significant amount of time of our lives there, working towards goals set
by the education system, so this is the place to induce a change for the better and
equip the future generations with the skills and knowledge they need for successful
life [3],[4].
For learning physics and science in general there are many different interactive engagement approaches developed and in use all over the world. One of the approaches,
which is proven to be successful is called Investigative Science Learning Environment
(ISLE) [2],[5]. ISLE process actively engages students in scientific practices in a way
that mirrors the work of scientist. Thus the students have the opportunity to learn
how to think like a scientist, how to approach to an investigation and research properly in school and not only just on the job. Some of the skills that world demands
from the future employees, are not typical scientific skills, but rather skills, those
of an engineer. There are courses in physics, chemistry, biology and computer technology in elementary schools and high schools in Slovenia, but there are little or
even no engineering courses. Therefore, it is on the professors of these classes to
create opportunities for the students to develop skills of an engineer (developing a
design, specifying criteria and constrains, selecting between alternative solutions,
constructing a prototype, testing and evaluating it, redesigning and finalizing the
design) [6],[7]. There is no such framework for learning engineering yet developed
as there is ISLE process for physics inquiry learning. For the latter, there are are
many activities developed and ready to be used in classroom, but there are not yet
many that would incorporate engineering as well.
The core of my thesis is the student activity that utilizes a conductive thread. The
original activity has been developed and recently described by G. Planinšič and E.
Etkina [1]. They have conducted the activity with different student groups and
observed, that it successfully engages students in scientific as well as engineering
17
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practices. First I studied the activity myself and then formed eight student groups
and observed their reasoning. The group selection and my whole research were
guided by the following research questions:
• How do electrical engineering students approach the Conductive thread activity in comparison to the physics students?
• How do traditionally taught physics students approach the Conductive thread
activity in comparison to physics students skilled in ISLE?
• Do the motivational introduction and an introduction task affect student success in the research of the conductive thread?
• To what extent are students who learned about the physics of the conductive
thread through their own investigation more successful proposing practical
applications of the conductive thread, than the students who were given an
explanation in a traditional lecture?

1.1

Overview of the thesis

In the second chapter I first describe the recommendations for future education by
OECD and education standards in USA called NGSS. Then I describe ISLE process
as a fully developed science inquiry learning approach and engineering design as an
approach used by engineers to solve problems. I also present the conductive thread
as a central object on which the student activities are based and describe the research methods I used to find answers to the research questions.
In the third chapter I describe planning of my research, formation of groups and the
Conductive thread activity.
In the fourth chapter I present each case study, with the descriptions of groups work,
student’s verbatim statements and also analayze all the data.
In the last chapter I focus on the study results, provide answers to my research
questions and suggest possible implications this research could have on instruction.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical background
2.1

Scientific and engineering practices

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) is an international organization consisting of 36 member countries and has a mission to
promote policies that will improve the economic and social well-being of people
around the world [3]. An important part of the mission OECD is working on is
building recommendations for future education through which students would develop a broad set of skills and construct useful knowledge. Students need to learn
how to form purposeful goals, work collaboratively with others, creatively seek opportunities and be open for multiple solutions to the problems coming their way [8].
All of which is an important part of science. Science has a major role in our lives,
not only in the form of technology, but also in the form of our decision making,
problem solving and practically designing solutions.
In United States of America, 26 states developed new science education standards
called Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) [4]. NGSS is striving to achieve
same goals as OECD with a science and engineering learning framework of their
own. Their emphasis is on student’s engagement in scientific and engineering practices, activities that scientists and engineers are engaged in while constructing and
applying knowledge. Based on research and evidence they are placing their trust on
following practices [4],[9]:
• asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering),
• developing and using models,
• planning and carrying out investigations,
• analyzing and interpreting data,
• using mathematics and computational thinking,
• constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering),
• engaging in argument from evidence,
• obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information.
19
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Documents as OECD, NGSS and others (Americans Lab Report, College Board’s
AP curriculum, etc.) all support the idea of scientific practices becoming the integral part of science courses. But how do students acquire this broad set of skills?
How to ask the right scientific questions, how to carry out an investigation, analyze,
interpret and evaluate cannot be thought and learned traditionally. We cannot just
tell the students how to do it, they have to do it on their own. The learner has to
be active participant in all learning steps and not a passive observer. He/she has to
be a producer of knowledge and not a receiver. The student has to take ownership
of knowledge [10].
“Active learning” is used for any teaching approach that strives to involve students
in the learning process directly, which means that students are thinking about the
things they are doing [11]. Active learning is worthy of attention and inclusion into
curricula because it forms new connections and paths in the brain, to allow learning
to really stick [10]. As Waldrop, M. M. said: “At this point it is unethical to teach
any other way.”
There are many different approaches developed for learning science, but one of them
stands out, because it actively engages students in scientific practices in a way that
mirrors the work of scientist. Only few of the high school students will become
professional physicists or chemists, therefore the goal of science courses should not
be “a mile wide and an inch deep” declarative knowledge, but rather learning how
to think like a scientist. This way students would learn to ask questions, plan and
carry out an investigation, analyze and interpret data, construct multiple explanations, evaluate the answers, engage in argument, communicate the information and
not just forgettable facts. This approach was developed by Eugenia Etkina and
colleagues and is called Investigative Science Learning Environment (ISLE) [2].

2.2

Investigative Science Learning Environment

Investigative Science Learning Environment or shortly ISLE is an interactive teaching approach that can be (was and is being) used for teaching introductory physics
course at primary, secondary or university level, as well as in physics teacher preparation and professional development programs. It is a framework for science inquiry
learning, that helps students develop new knowledge through the processes similar
to those used by physicists, when they are developing and applying knowledge [2],[5].
Traditional way of teaching physics or even some of newly developed interactive
methods (for example flipped classroom) send a message that the knowledge of
physics comes from the authority, either lecturer or book. But the origin of every
physics idea is tightly bound to experiments.. Therefore, students should learn it in
similar ways [2],[5].
Teaching and learning through ISLE process begins with the observation of a simple
and wisely chosen experiment/s (see the steps of the ISLE process in Figure 2.1).
We encourage students to carefully observe the experiment, recognize the patterns
and describe what they saw in their own words. After that we encourage them
20
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Figure 2.1: ISLE process [2].
to work in groups and propose as many explanations for the observed patterns as
possible. “Crazy” ideas are welcome here, because all of the proposed explanations
will be tested in the next steps of the process - students work in groups and design
the testing experiments. Before they conduct these experiments and “see what happens”, we encourage them to predict the outcomes of testing experiments using the
explanations under test. This is an important part of the ISLE process, but also
a difficult one. A prediction is not a guess, but a statement about how a testing
experiment would turn out if the explanation being tested were true: “If the explanation . . . is true and I conduct the experiment . . . , then I expect . . . ”. Students
use hypothetic-deductive reasoning while doing so. While making predictions students need to use their existing knowledge, what helps them to build a coherent
knowledge of physics. We never ask students to predict the outcomes of the observational experiments based on their intuition (([12],[13])), but we do encourage
them to predict the outcomes of testing experiments using the explanations under
test. After predictions are made, students conduct testing experiments and check
if the outcomes match their predictions - “. . . but it did not happen, therefore. . . ”
or “. . . and it did happen, therefore. . . ”. They learn that testing experiments either
reject or fail to reject an explanation but they do not prove it. This way students
learn that an incorrect explanation is a part of science process just as the not ruled
out one and that they learn something, deepen their understanding also by rejecting
explanations [2],[5].
Testing an explanation means [14]:
• to temporary accept the explanation under test as true,
• to design an experiment whose outcomes can be predicted using the explanation under test, and to make the predictions for these outcomes,
• to conduct the testing experiments and to compare their outcomes with the
predictions.
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Important features of ISLE process are that the students are not told by the professor or a book what is wrong or right, but they test their own explanations, using the
testing experiments that were designed by them; and they do not have a personal
stake in the process, because they can express themselves freely and are working
with the ideas of the whole class [2],[5].
In the process of explaining the observed patterns and testing the explanations we
encourage students to do two important things: 1) check the assumptions that they
made, when they proposed explanations or later, when they made predictions of
the outcomes and 2) use multiple representations like sketches, graphs, motion diagrams, force diagrams, ray diagrams, impulse-momentum bar charts, work-energy
bar charts, etc [2],[5].
After the students conduct the testing experiments the ISLE process can continue
in different directions, depending on the outcome of the testing experiment. On one
hand, if the outcome does not match the prediction, students may reject or revise
the explanation, if necessary. They may also validate the assumptions they made (if
they made them). If none of these steps are sufficient, they may decide that they are
not yet ready to propose explanations and they decide to continue observing and
collecting data. On the other hand, if the outcome matches the prediction, then
we encourage them to propose more testing experiments. Students learn that one
testing experiment is not enough to accept the explanation as correct 1 [2],[5].
The final stage of the ISLE process is to use the accepted explanation for practical
purposes. This step can be solving problems based on real life situations, determine
physical quantities or design and build projects (application experiments) [2],[5].
There is another way in which the process may evolve - sometimes the unexpected,
surprising outcome of a testing experiment signals a new feature of the observed phenomenon, therefore the testing experiment becomes new observational experiment.
ISLE process goes through the same steps, as it did after the initial observation
[2],[5].
Students construction of knowledge is based on the ideas they proposed while going
through the following steps [2],[5]:
1. observation of a phenomenon
2. collecting data, looking for patterns and constructing explanations,
3. designing testing experiments to test proposed explanations and predicting the
outcomes of the testing experiments,
4. running the testing experiments and deciding if the outcomes of the testing
experiments match the predictions,
5. revising the explanation if necessary,
6. revising/verifying the assumptions and
7. applying the tested and not ruled out explanation for practical purposes.
1

Hypothesis, explanation and a model are in the light of the ISLE process synonyms.
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In class we strive for the students to go through this process many times, for the
first time qualitatively and later on quantitatively. Students are personally engaged
in the learning process, because they are testing their own ideas. Therefore, when
the process is finished, they take the ownership of the new knowledge [10]. During the steps 1 − 7 students use multiple representation of data and the observed
phenomenon, which helps them develop their qualitative reasoning. Students learn
to draw a picture of the experiment, record data, draw a graph or other forms of
representation and convert one type of representation to the others. This helps them
identify patterns and devise explanations, but also detect their own inconsistencies
and correct them. What is more, at each stage of the process students work collaboratively and learn how to articulate their ideas and how to think critically. They
improve their conceptual understanding, problem solving and what is up most important, they develop different competence of a scientist: to design an experiment,
develop a model, use of different representation, evaluation and collaboration [2],[5].
ISLE process is not a curriculum on its own, but is rather a framework with which
we organize activities. Through the ISLE process students develop competences,
that are valued as important by the labor market and are consistent with the new
discoveries about the way our brain works and how we learn [10],[15].
There is a lot of study material written on ISLE process and many activities already
composed and ready to be used in a classroom. We can read more about how to
organize the class and teach using ISLE approach in the textbook for introductory
course of physics (College Physics: Explore and Apply; E. Etkina, G. Planinšič,
A. Van Heuvelen,[16]), we can find all sorts of activities based on different topics
taught in high school in the collection of activities (Active Learning Guide for College
Physics; E. Etkina, D. Brookes, G. Planinšič, A. Van Heuvelen,[17]) and a guide
to help the teacher while conducting these activities in class (Instructor’s guide for
College Physics; E. Etkina, D. Brookes, G. Planinšič, A. Van Heuvelen,[18]).
E. Etkina: “And while there are several reformed curricula for introductory physics
that help students develop many of the practices, none of them emphasize the idea
of students systematically learning to test multiple explanations of the same phenomenon. Therefore, I argue that ISLE is the only learning system with fully developed and consistent curricular materials that teaches students the habits of thinking
that typify professional physicists.” [14]
However, there are not many activities yet developed that would follow the steps of
ISLE process and incorporate engineering as well. Activities like these would engage
students to develop all eight practices (listed in Section 2.1) in the light of both,
engineering and science. Even though students are engaged and active in the class
this does not mean they are learning engineering practices. Students in high school
are usually learning science (biology, chemistry, physics), they are constructing new
knowledge and using that knowledge for solving problems.
In the following Section 2.3 we will discuss that just like through guided inquiry
learning students learn about the work of scientist, engaging students in the practices
of engineering helps them understand the work of engineers.
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2.3

Engineering design

Framework of NGSS includes scientific as well as engineering practices. While writing that document, the authors kept in mind that science and engineering complement each other. Scientist knowledge informs engineers, and vice versa, many
scientific advances would not be possible without technological tools developed by
engineers. What is more, it is impossible to engage in engineering practices without any scientific input and in most of science it is also impossible to design new
experiments without applying engineering practices. Therefore, we should include
engineering practices in our science courses and create opportunities for the students
to apply and enhance their scientific knowledge to solve real life problems, explore
and understand the human-built world and enhance their interest in science, as they
learn about the tight connections between science and engineering [6],[7].
If we would like to bring the work of an engineer closer to our students, they have to
be actively engaged in the process and experience the same process, through which
engineers work. There is no such framework for learning engineering yet developed
(to the best of my knowledge), as there is ISLE for science inquiry learning, but there
is a methodical series of steps that engineers use to identify and solve problems. It is
called engineering design. The main goal of engineering is a design to solve problems
and satisfy human wants and needs rather than an explanation of a phenomenon [6].
Engineering design is a powerful approach to problem solving and is flexible enough
to work in almost any situation in design and technology. The process of developing a design is iterative, systematic and purposeful, so it always begins with an
explicit goal. Engineering design includes some practices that are the same as in
science inquiry (planning and carrying out investigations, analyzing and interpreting
data, using mathematics and computational thinking, engaging in argument from
evidence, obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information), but it also contains elements distinct from those in science. For example: developing a design,
specifying criteria and constrains for the desired quality of the solution, selecting
between alternative solutions (most desired features and fewest negative characteristics), constructing a prototype, testing and evaluating it, redesigning and finalizing
the design [6].
Last but not least engineering design includes both individual and collaborative
work.
Just like there is no generic scientific method there is no generic engineering design
either. There are as many variations of the model as there are engineers. However,
there are some guidelines of the engineering design that all of the engineers agree on.
National Center for Engineering and Technology Education (NCETE) developed a
model of engineering design to help students visualize the work of engineers. Their
model of engineering design consists of 9 steps, between which students can jump
back and forth and possibly skip some of them. It emphasizes the nonlinear nature
of engineering design. The model is presented in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Model of Engineering Design developed by NCETE [6].

2.4

Comparison of engineering design and science
inquiry

Engineering, in 19th century, was and by many still is understood as an application
of natural sciences. This naive connection between natural sciences and engineering
is a bit misleading already from the historical standpoint. We don’t have to look
that deep into the history of science and engineering to see, that tools are much
older than science [19].
Although the term engineering dates back to year 1325, deriving from the word
engineer - one who operates an engine (for example a catapult), are the pyramids
in Egypt, the Roman aqueducts, Parthenon in Greece, cities of Mayan, Inca and
Aztec a true sign of skilled engineers living all the way back in the Ancient Era. The
word scientist is a rather new word, it originates from 19th century, but the scientific
method was introduced to the world already in the Middle Ages, while the modern
science began at the end of Renaissance in the 16th century [20],[21].
Based on the common distinction of sciences by the topics used by the representative
scientists, science and engineering could be distinguished as science of nature and
science of artifacts. In the past, goals of engineers were mechanical and chemical
artifacts and processes produced by these artifacts. But in the modern world we
face technologies where we simply cannot speak of artifacts in the same way. For example, does the hip replacement make an artifact of a human being? What is more,
in science there are many objects produced by humans - isotopes, macromolecules,
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monochromatic light,. . . Therefore, we soon realize, that for a clear distinction between science and engineering we have to place more thought on methods [19].
Mario Bunge picked a distinction between pure and applied sciences, back in 1966
[22]. He pointed out that scientists are nature investigators, who search for a new
law of nature and want to understand things better, while the engineers are investigators who apply known laws to design new technologies. He proposed to look
at engineering as a specific kind of applied science, where the engineering scientists
look for better ends, rather than for better knowledge. Engineers are not looking
for the true laws and theories which describe universe as a whole, but rather for
sufficient laws, which lead to better ends. Classical mechanics is, for example, far
enough in car industry and there is no need for relativity theory (expect for the GPS
in the car - but this is not essential for car to move). Engineering as an applied
science has its own goal, its own methods [19],[22].
In the 70s and 80s there was a new view on science on the rise. Philosophers reasoned that in science we can only hope for the most efficient hypothesis and not for
the truth. Which implies that there is no difference between science and engineering,
if both strive for efficiency. They even went one step forward and believed that we
possess sufficient knowledge to know that A leads to B and that know-how is what
we should strive for and not know-why. This view was soon abandoned, when there
were situations that there was no rule how to get from A to B, as for example how to
cure AIDS. More research had to be done to gain new knowledge and to know-why
[19].
An engineer building a fusion reactor collaborates with plasma physicist and astrophysicist, to find whether a specific energy state exists or not. In this case physicists
look for the truth, a solution that is true for the whole universe, while the engineer
is looking for a new, cheaper way to convert energy [19].
A scientist seeks for the laws how the waves and the river streams behave, but when
an engineer wants to build a river dam, he is dealing with a unique problem. In
order for him to solve it, he does not only follow the knowledge created by scientist, but also develops new, specific rules for specific conditions. As Henry Petroski
(engineering historian) said: “Relying on nothing but scientific knowledge to produce
engineering solutions is to invite frustration at best and failure at worst.” As scientist have to be creative to find a new hypothesis, so do engineers have to be creative
to find new technological solutions. Therefore, creativity also cannot be the virtue,
which would distinguish scientists from engineers.
While scientists are on the search of the universal truth, engineering does not seek
neither truth nor universality. This sounds like there is a sharp difference between
science and engineering, but it actually all depends on the context of the problem
one tries to solve. Both, science and engineering use a reasoning process to solve
problems - science inquiry or engineering design. Science inquiry and engineering
design use similar cognitive tools such as brainstorming, proposing explanations,
mental models, multiple representation, revision and evaluation. Both of the processes are iterative and systematic.
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Scientist and engineers both rely on their knowledge of science and mathematics as
well as their understanding of the process they are working through, either science
inquiry or engineering design (or both). They both engage in argumentation. On
one hand scientist always strive for a simple explanation in coherence with all the
observation and on the other hand engineers try to meet the set specifications and
constrains.
We do not expect our students to come up with new scientific theories or a groundbreaking technological design, but we do expect them to carefully observe new phenomenon and develop explanations for it, design solutions and models, test and use
them, revise and redesign the proposed ideas. There are more than enough reasons
why both scientific and engineering practices should be incorporated in a physics
course.

2.5

Motivation

One of the key elements for learning is definitely motivation. But what does actually motivate a student? After asking this question it is hard not to think about
prize or praise. The extrinsic motivation can get the students started or creates an
extra push when needed. But if we want our students to learn, to truly learn, then
extrinsic motivation is not enough. Unlike extrinsic motivation, intrinsic motivation
is directly linked with learning and therefore a lot more important. If we want to
help our students, we should worry less about how to motivate them and place more
thought on what already motivates them [23],[24].
We experience new situations every day, our brain mulls over the new input, we
create new ideas and carry out actions. We could say that the process of learning
is life itself. The answer to the question “What do I want or what do I long for?”,
will bring us closer to what we care about. So, we could say that the easiest way
to help our students learn is to know what they want, what they long for and what
they care about. But how can we learn what is important for our students to learn,
if we sometimes do not even know what is important to us? A partial answer to
this question lies in the common needs of all people. The most basic need is the
need to survive. Our brain processes all the information that we collect from the
surroundings and lets our body know if there is a threat or an opportunity. The
brain has control over the body. In order to survive it has to be us who control
our actions or at least we have to think that we are in control. It is not about
survival in the classroom, but the information from our surroundings go through
the same filter system in both cases. So, the student’s brain will decide for the need
for learning on its own, we cannot force them to want to learn, because they long
for control. An important rule of teaching is to transfer the control on the students
or help them feel like they are in control. The second important rule for teaching
is to help students realize why the things we want them to learn are important to
them. With the emphasis on “to them”. We help them see the importance. The
student needs to see it and he/she also needs to believe it. They will learn, if they
will believe that it is important to them [10],[23],[24].
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Our brain also realizes what brings the desired results. Successful thinking leads to
understanding, which helps us to satisfy our basic need - to survive. This way we
enjoy the process of learning and we want to learn even more [10],[23],[24].
Elements relevant to intrinsic motivation are:
1. personal relevance,
2. control over the process of learning and
3. sense of progress.

Personal relevance
In order to truly learn, a student has to see the learning material personally relevant,
it has to be interesting to him and useful for him. With emphasis on the student.
This means that we have to learn about student’s prior knowledge, experiences and
aspirations and we have to find a way to connect all of it with our subject. A teacher
can make his whole course more relevant to the students by creating and organizing
genuine situations, to which students can relate to; shows them how the knowledge
gained during his course can be useful in their future careers; instead of a theoretical
introduction and listing of all the useful equations at the beginning of a new topic
and then showing the students its usefulness for problem solving, he does it vice
versa. A teacher has to make sure that the students are not left wondering: “Why
would anyone else, except our teacher, care about the answer to this problem?” or
thinking: “I do not belong here!”. With carefully planned ISLE approach we include
and integrate all of this into the learning process [23],[24].

Control over the learning process
The second element of motivation of learning is students’ feeling of control over the
learning process to at least some extent. Transfer of the control to the students
can influence their motivation strongly. Of course, there are many elements of the
learning process that need to be controlled and chosen by the teacher, but he/she
has to look for opportunities where he/she can transfer the control on the students
and lets them to make a decision/choice. For example: the topic of the research
paper, the deadline of the paper or the date of the exam, partners in the group
work, . . . A teacher has to weight up in which situations, a decision made will not
impact the goals of the class, but it will make a great difference for the students. In
situations like this a teacher can transfer the control to the students [23],[24].
A part of the control we believe that we have, certainly originates in the “power of
speech”. We are convinced that everyone will understand us, if we can speak up and
explain. With speech we gain control. [10] With the ISLE approach we do not only
give the students a chance to speak up, but we also give them a chance to choose
their group partners, to propose their own hypotheses and testing experiments (we
have to carry out as many of them as possible). We give them the feeling that they
are in control of the learning process.
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Sense of progress
Third important element of motivation is student’s opportunity for success. Nothing
succeeds like success. Achievement itself is rewarding [10]. In order to be successful
students need strategies and tools that help them in the process. A teacher can
achieve this rewarding system for students based on success with appropriately increasing difficulty of problems and ensuring a prompt, at the site feedback about
their degree of success. Problems that are a challenge for the students, but ones
that they can still solve with the newly acquired knowledge are very motivational.
We have to coordinate our feedback and grades with the goals of our course. It
is highly de-motivational for a student who worked hard during the class and had
a feeling that he mastered the learning material, only to do bad on an exam just
because the success depended on a specific trick in solving a problem. A feedback
that focuses on what the student has already mastered/learned and how he/she can
even improve his/her skills, is far more motivational for most of the students, than
a feedback that focuses on the level of student’s success in comparison to his/her
peers [23],[24].
A student has a lot of opportunities to succeed while learning physics through the
ISLE process. He/she cooperates with his/her classmates on every step of the process. They work in small groups of 3 or 4 and then share their work with the rest of
the class. A teacher is there to guide them with the right questions and gives them
the needed feedback.
If students are successful and even have a feeling of control over the learning process,
they will be able to say: “We did this ourselves!” and believe it. A teacher that
manages to guide his class to this point is definitely a successful teacher, because he
believes that learning is a process in which the leading role belongs to the students
[10],[23],[24].

2.6

Conductive thread

As stated in the introduction, the core of my thesis is the student activity that utilizes a conductive thread. Therefore, in this section I will present the properties of
the conductive thread, describe how it is different from a regular wire and provide
a proposed explanation of the thread’s features.
The conductive thread is made out of fibers of stainless steel. Primary, it is used as
a sewing thread with an advantage over other threads - it conducts electric current.
It is sold from online suppliers, such as Amazon for less than 0, 3 euro per meter or
also as part of a LilyPad kit for making wearable Arduino-based electronic devices
(www.sparkfun.com).
The conductive thread has an interesting feature that makes it different from a
regular wire. If we exert a pulling force on a wire, we observe that the wire’s
resistance increases. With exerting a pulling force on a wire, you increase wire’s
length and decrease wire’s cross-sectional area, which based on the Equation 2.1
would result in increasing wire’s resistance.
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If the conductive thread behaves like a regular wire you would expect the resistance
to increase, but it decreases.
L
(2.1)
A
For us to be able to explain the decrease of resistance of the thread, when an external
force is exerted on it, we first have to look into the characteristics of the conductive
thread.
R=ζ

2.6.1

Characteristics of the thread

Through observation of all the experiments done with the thread and observation of
a magnified image of the thread (Figure 2.3) we observed that the thread is made
out of two bundles of fibers, twisted in a double helix.

Figure 2.3: Magnified image of the conductive thread and characteristic dimensions as
measured using microscope: a and b are diameters of the thread on two different spots, a
- where the thread is the thickest (from this point of view) and b - where the thread is the
thinnest, d which is the diameter of a single fiber.

If we look at the thread on Figure 2.3 closely we can observe the two bundles of
fibers twisted around each other. Based on the magnified image of the thread we
estimated the average diameter of the thread (a,b) and the average diameter of a
single fiber (d). The diameter of the thread was estimated on two spots. First on the
spot where you can see both of the bundles (a) and second, where you can actually
observe just one of them, because the other is hiding behind it (b). It is reasonable
to assume the cross-section of the thread as presented in the Figure 2.4.

Electrical properties of the thread
If we exert a pulling force on the thread with hanging weights onto it we observe the
first interesting feature of the thread - the decrease of the thread’s resistance. We
were increasing the pulling force and measuring the threads resistance in the process.
The experiment layout and the measurements are presented in the Figure 2.5. As we
increase the pulling force we soon notice that the resistance of the thread decreases
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Figure 2.4: Assumed cross-section of the thread with marked dimensions previously estimated on the Figure 2.3 [1].

to a limiting value (full blue dots on the graph in Figure 2.3). After the resistance
reaches this asymptotic value, it does not decrease with further increasing force
until the thread breaks. A 1 m long conductive thread broke when the pulling force
exerted on it was about 12 N.

Figure 2.5: Setup for measuring the resistance-versus-pulling force dependence and corresponding graph. The insert shows closer view of the interval where changes are largest
[1].

After reaching the limiting value of the thread’s resistance, which is about half the
initial resistance, we start decreasing the pulling force exerted on the thread back
to zero (blank dots on the graph in Figure 2.5). The resistance of the thread starts
increasing again, but thread’s resistance does not increase back to its initial value.
The final resistance is a bit lower than the initial resistance of the thread (in this
case the final resistance after decreasing the pulling force is about 45Ω, while the
initial resistance of the thread was about 50Ω). The graph in Figure 2.5 presents a
small hysteresis of how thread’s resistance changes with an increasing and decreasing pulling force exerted on the thread.
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In average all the threads from our spool, no matter of what length, had the ratio RRA0
close to 0, 5 (where RA stands for asymptotic resistance and R0 for initial resistance).
As stated before, the conductive thread is made out of stainless-steel fibers. I was
not able to test if the actual specific resistivity of the thread is the same as of the
stainless-steel. In order to test this, I would have to measure the resistance, length
and cross-sectional area of a single fiber. This was impossible to do, because of the
small dimensions of the fibers (difficult to manipulate without specialized equipment). Therefore, the specific resistivity of the thread is assumed to be that of the
stainless-steel: ζ = 6.9 · 10−7 Ω/m. All the calculations in the next pages were done
with this value for specific resistivity.
So far we only considered the change in length of the thread and change in its crosssectional area to contribute to the change in thread’s resistance and we assumed
that ζ = const. A variable that we did not consider yet, is the specific resistivity of
the metal. It turns out that zeta is not constant and that it depends on a tensile
stress. While for most of the metas the specific resistivity increases with increasing
tension, there are a few metals such as nickel and bismuth, for which the specific
resistivity decreases with the increasing tension [25]. Steel, however is not one of
the metals, for which specific resistivity would decrease under tension and even if it
would, the changes in specific resistivity of metals under tension in our experiment is
of the order of 1% meaning that this phenomenon could not explain the 50% change
in threads resistance.

Estimation of number of all the fibers in the thread
From all the data we have collected about the thread, we can estimate the average
number of all the fibers at an arbitrary cross section of the thread using simple
geometry.
Dimensions of the thread estimated from the magnified images:
• a = (0, 51 ± 0, 03)mm
• b = (0, 34 ± 0, 03)mm
• d = (0, 016 ± 0, 003)mm
Figure 2.3 contains more information on the dimensions. The only data that we
cannot directly measure from the photo is average distance between the fibers. I
will refer to the average distance between the fibers with letter p.
The average number of fibers making up the cross-section of the thread was estimated under three different assumptions. First, if all the fibers touch each other
(close packed fibers), second, if the average distance between the fibers is equal to
the diameter of a fiber and third if the average distance between the fibers is as big
as two diameters of a fiber.
Note that in the Equation 2.2 Sthread , Sbundle and Sf iberef f refer to the cross-sectional
area of a thread, bundle and to the effective cross-sectional area of a fiber. We
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assumed that all cross-sections are in a form of a circle and that each of the bundles
in the thread consists of the same number of fibers. N (p) stands for the number of
fibers making up the cross-section of the thread, where the average distance between
the fibers is p.
N (p) =

Sthread
Sf iberef f

N (p) =

2Sbundle
Sf iberef f

(2.2)

2π( 2b )2
π( d2 + p2 )2

N (p) =
N (p) =

2b2
(d + p)2

See the Table 2.1 for the estimated number of all the fibers in the thread’s cross
section N (p) depending on the average distance between the fibers p.
Table 2.1: Estimated number of all fibers in the thread.
p

N (p)

0

903 ± 505

d

225 ± 125

2d

100 ± 55

We also observed thread’s cross-section under a microscope, acquired images of different cross-sections of the thread and simply counted all the fibers we could find in
the images. An example of such an image is in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: An example of a magnified cross-section of the thread in which we counted
all the fibers that make up the thread.
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Just by briefly looking at the picture we can see, that all the fibers in the thread
are not touching each other, so the number 903 fibers in a thread is definitely overestimated. By counting the number of all the fibers in a single cross-section of the
thread many times, we have acquired the average counted number of the fibers in
the thread’s cross section Ncounted = 174 ± 20. If we compare the counted number
of all the fibers and consider its standard deviation, with the calculated number of
fibers, we can conclude that the average distance between the fibers is in the interval
d < p < 2d.

Estimation of number of only conductive fibers in the thread
The estimated number of all the fibers in the thread’s cross section is close to 174,
but are all of these fibers also conducting electric current?
If we assume that the specific resistivity of the conductive thread is the one of the
stainless-steel and that the estimated diameter of a single fiber is d, we can estimate
the number of the conductive fibers using the following steps.
Assuming all conductive paths are connected in parallel the ratio between the resistance per length unit of the relaxed thread is ρ0 = RL0 = (80 ± 3)Ω/m and the
resistance per length unit of a single conductive path made of fibers ρ1 is equal to
the number of conductive paths in the thread.

Nconductive =
ρ1 =

ρ1
ρ0

(2.3)

R
ζ
ζ
= = d 2
l
S
π( 2 )

Nconductive =

4ζ
πd2 ρ0

Nconductive = 43 ± 17
When a pulling force is exerted on the thread and the thread’s resistance reaches
its asymptotic value (half of the initial value), the number of the conductive fibers
should double. In our case the number of the conductive fibers should increase from
43 to 86.
Estimated number of the conducting fibers assuming that the specific resistivity of
the thread is ζ = 6.9 · 10−7 Ω/m:
• Nconductive , if the thread is relaxed: 43 ± 17,
• Nconductive , if a strong pulling force is exerted on the thread: 86 ± 34.
There is a difference between the estimated number of all the fibers and just the
conductive fibers. Also, as stated before, we do not know the actual average distance
between the fibers, so we cannot calculate the exact number of fibers, but based on
all the calculations and the count of fibers on a magnified image of thread’s crosssection, we can set our estimation of the number of all the fibers to be 174. So,
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approximately 25% of all the fibers at a given cross-section in the thread conduct
current, when the thread is relaxed and approximately half of all the fibers conduct
when a strong force is exerted on the thread. We also do not know the exact specific
resistivity of the conductive thread. We assumed it to be the same as specific
resistivity of stainless steel. Therefore, the estimated number of the conductive
fibers at a given cross-section of the thread, could differ from the actual number of
the conductive fibers.

2.6.2

Proposed explanation of the observed conductive thread’s
features

So how can we explain that the resistance of the conductive thread decreases with a
pulling force and why it reaches the minimum value? How come that the resistance
does not increase back to the initial value after decreasing the pulling force?
Here I present answers to the questions posed above that seem most plausible.
In a relaxed thread fibers have dead ends that are loose and therefore do not conduct
current. When a pulling force is exerted on the thread, the fibers come closer together and rearrange in a way that new connections between the previously existing
dead ends form.
If we look at the thread closely while exerting a pulling force, we could incorrectly
conclude that the cross-sectional area of the thread decreases, because that’s what
we see with the naked eye. However, the apparent decrease in cross-sectional area
happens because we bring fibers closer together. This change on its own, does not
affect the cross-sectional area of the conductive part of the thread. The resistance
is affected by new conductive paths created out of the dead ends, which actually
increases the effective cross-sectional area of the thread.
Furthermore, based on our proposed model, when all the available dead ends in the
thread are connected and increase the effective cross-sectional area of the thread,
there is no more possible paths to be created to additionally decrease the thread’s
resistance. Therefore, the resistance of the thread reaches the asymptotic value (see
Figure 2.5), which is determined by the maximum effective cross-sectional area of
the thread.
When we start to decrease the force exerted on the thread, fibers start to drift apart
and rearrange again, which leads to breaking off the new connections and creating
more and more dead ends again. This means, that the effective cross-sectional area
decreases and the resistance of the thread increases. It is possible that with the
decreasing force on the thread we do not break off all the new connections between
the initial dead ends of the fibers, therefore the resistance dose not increase all the
way up to the initial value (see the small hysteresis in graph in Figure 2.5). This
was tested with a simple testing experiment. We just wiggled the thread a little bit,
with which we enforced the breaking of the connections between the fibers. What
we observed is that the thread’s resistance increased back to the initial value or it
even surpassed it.
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2.7

Research methods

In this section I will present the research methods I used in my study in order to
find the answers to the research questions. I predominantly used two techniques: 1)
case study and 2) video analysis.

2.7.1

Case study

When there is a need for deeper understanding of one or a few individual cases,
case study is an effective formal research strategy to use. The “case” in “case study”
stands for a single person, a group of people, a particular situation, a process, a
problem or an event within its real-life context [26].
The case study begins with a formation of research questions and determination if
the case study can help us answering them. The identification of the case (or cases)
follows afterwards. It is also important to plan the study ahead and to decide how
the study will be conducted. When data is collected, the main and most difficult
part of case study is all that is left: analysis and interpretation of the data [27],[28].
The biggest advantage of the case study is the great-depth to which one can study
a particular problem in a real-life situation. Researchers mainly rely on qualitative
data, but do not neglect quantitative evidence. On the other hand, the great-depth
of the research might leave us with an enormous amount of data that is difficult to
organize and due to the small number of cases, difficult to generalize. As Yin says,
case studies involve evidence that are often open to more than one interpretation.
Because of these disadvantages, the research has to be designed with great care to
overcome the traditional criticism of the method [26].

2.7.2

Video analysis

Video recording an event enables multiple observations of it. This way, the recorded
event can be analyzed in detail. While watching a video, we can notice important
details, which we might have overlooked in the initial observation. This helps us
find the reasons and consequences for a particular critical event. Therefore, video
recording and video analysis became an important part of educational research, as
well as any other research. What is more, video cameras have become affordable
and easy to use, plus the cameras on our phones have evolved so much, that we
don’t even need an additional one to record high quality videos. But as there are
advantages for different research methods, there are also some disadvantages. The
biggest of them is that video analysis is a very time-consuming process. It can take
up to ten times the duration of the video or even more to analyze it. It depends on
how many critical events in the video we want to focus on [29].
There are two main approaches to the analysis of a video. Either we view the recording as a whole with some general research questions in mind at first and then start
to dig deeper and look for answers to specific research questions. This is the inductive approach. Or we start the research with clear research questions and we focus
on a specific part of the video to examine a particular event and find the answers,
which is the deductive approach. The most difficult part of video analysis is the
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interpretation and representation of data collected. One way to represent it are the
transcriptions. These are a crucial, but time consuming, they are part of the analysis
in some cases, but in other cases they can bury the important facts of the process as
a whole. In this case we need to zoom out a little bit and look for a bigger picture,
which can be represented with the tables, graphs and charts. Some conclusions cannot be represented any other way than with written words of our interpretation [29].
In my research I used a mix of the inductive and deductive approach. I started the
analysis with specific research questions in mind, but always looked at the video
as a whole and not a particular clip. This made me think of additional research
questions and critical events worth to study and also helped me build connections
between them. I did not do the transcriptions of the videos, but rather just took
out the critical statements of the students to help me draw some conclusions and
make comparisons of the groups [29].
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3.1

Introduction

The study began by Gorazd Planinšič and Eugenia Etkina developing a new activity
based on the ISLE process, which incorporates engineering as well as the scientific
practices [1]. Its main goal is not the construction of new knowledge, but deepening
the understanding of electrical DC circuits with engineering design. The activity
is called: The mysteries of conductive thread (see Handouts for the students in
Appendix A). They wrote the original handouts for the activity and tested it with
groups of students and physics teachers.
This is where my study begun. Because the activity engages students in engineering
and scientific practices, my mentors suggested that it would be interesting to study
how the engineering students engage in the activity in comparison with the physics
students.

3.2

Research questions

After I studied the activity myself, came up with the following research questions:
• How do electrical engineering students approach the Conductive thread activity in comparison to the physics students?
• How do traditionally taught physics students approach the Conductive thread
activity in comparison to physics students skilled in ISLE?
• Do the motivational introduction and an introduction task affect student success in the research of conductive thread?
• To what extent are students who learned about the physics of the conductive
thread through their own investigation more successful proposing practical
applications of the conductive thread, than the students who were given an
explanation in a traditional lecture?
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I soon realized that to compare the approach by different groups and to answer
the other listed research questions, I need additional questions that address more
specific issues.
The following questions helped me understand student’s reasoning and helped me
build a bigger picture of their reasoning:
• How careful do they observe the initial observational experiment? How many
patterns did they notice?
• To what extend do they follow ISLE process?
• Are the students aware of the crucial role of experiments in finding the explanations for the observed patterns or do they try to explain the patterns by
deriving an equation?
• How many different explanations do they propose?
• Do they attempt to propose testing experiments to support/reject their explanations?
• How often do they predict the outcomes of the testing experiments before
conducting them?
• How long did the group need to finish the task (the moment they say: “This
is it.”)?
• Which representations do they use?
• How do they interact with each other? Do they listen to each other’s ideas,
discuss them and use them in their investigation?
• What engineering practices do the students of electrical engineering include in
the research that the physics students do not?
• Do I need to guide the group? If yes, how?
After defining my research questions, I had to make a research plan. I decided to
form student groups of three, video record their work, while they are solving the
activity, personally observe and provide minimal guidance, if necessary.
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3.3

Group formation and my instructions

The decision for formation of groups of three was based on nature of the activity
and the goal of the research. I wanted to observe and listen to student reasoning in
every single step. This is harder to do, if you observe an individual student solving
a problem, even if you ask her to think aloud and write down every step she takes.
In a group they articulate and share their ideas naturally, which makes it easier for
the researcher (me) to get information about students’ ideas and reasoning and also
easier for them to express their ideas, because they are not alone in this situation.
This particular activity is also based on the ISLE process, which mirrors the work
of scientists, therefore group work was inevitable. I did not form larger groups than
groups of three, because the more students there are in a group, the greater is the
possibility for one of them to become passive.
I formed eight groups altogether. While forming the groups I kept in mind all the
research questions I posed. Therefore, the first two groups consisted of physics students skilled in ISLE, the next two of traditionally taught physics students and the
Groups 5 and 6 consisted of traditionally taught electrical engineering students (see
Table 3.1 for more data on the first 6 groups I formed).
I decided to modify the handouts for half of the groups, to see if motivational introduction affects student’s success in the research of the conductive thread. Handouts
used in the previous study ([1]) include a motivational introduction and two tasks.
Half of my groups received these exactly handouts (see Appendix A). The other half
of the groups received modified handouts with no motivational introduction and just
one task (see Appendix B).
I observed one group at a time. The students sat at a table facing each other and
had everything they needed in front of them. Each group received a specific handout and equipment for the investigation: two connecting wires, small incandescent
lightbulb (3.5 V, 0.2 A), a green LED, a 3-V battery source, about 50 cm long piece
of a conductive thread and a multimeter (see Figure 3.1). They also received a
magnified image of the conductive thread, as the one in Figure 3.3 .

Figure 3.1: Student’s equipment for the activity. Clockwise: a lightbulb, a green LED, a
3-V battery source, connecting wires with alligator clips, a conductive thread (50 cm long
piece next to the spool of the same thread) and a multimeter [1].
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Table 3.1: Data about the Groups 1 − 6. The average grade of each group was
determined as the average of students’ self-reported average grades, over their first
three years of university.

Group

1

2

3

4

5

6

Motivation
(Task 1)

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Traditional
or ISLE

Traditional
+3
semesters
of ISLE

Traditional
+3
semesters
of ISLE

Group
member’s
gender

Study program

F

Masters, Physics Education,
2nd year

F

Masters, Physics Education,
2nd year

F

Masters, Physics Education,
2nd year

M

Masters, Physics Education,
2nd year

M

Masters, Physics Education,
2nd year

F

Masters, Physics Education,
2nd year

F

Masters, Medical Physics, 2nd
year

M

Masters, Medical Physics, 2nd
year

Traditional

Traditional

M

Masters, Medical Physics, 2nd
year

M

Bachelor, Physics, 2nd year

M

Bachelor, Physics, 2nd year

F

Bachelor, Physics, 2nd year

M

Masters, Electrical Engineering, 2nd year

M

PhD, Electrical Engineering,
1st year

Traditional
F

Masters, Electrical Engineering, 2nd year

M

Masters, Electrical Engineering, 2nd year

M

PhD, Electrical Engineering,
1st year

Traditional
M
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Masters, Electrical Engineering, 2nd year

Average
grade

8,5

8,7

8,8

8,1

9,6

9,6
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Figure 3.2: Magnified image of the conductive thread [1].
They also received a whiteboard, a sharpie and additional sheets of paper. I set the
camera next to the table, so it was not in their way, but at the same time monitored
all the students and their whole table.

Figure 3.3: This is a photo of one of the groups conducting the activity. On their table
there is all the equipment presented in the Figure 3.3, a paper and a whiteboard full of
their reasoning in writing, sketches and equations.

After I pressed record, I told them that they could use the whiteboard and the
papers freely, encouraged them to carefully read the instructions and to ask me
about whatever they do not understand or to ask for anything else they need and
is not already on their table. They started reading the handouts and I sat a few
meters away from them, so they would not feel pressured by my close presence.
While observing their work I took notes and from time to time took a photo of their
whiteboard, for a closer examination later.
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3.3.1

Additional task

When the whole group agreed that they completed the task and stated: “This is
it.”, I had one more question ready for them. I asked each group the same question:
Now that you know that the thread really does conduct electrical current
and you learned about the feature, that its resistance decreases when you
exert a pulling force on it and you found the explanation for this, can
you think of any kind of application for this conductive thread? You can
propose any design that utilizes the properties of conductive tread that
you learned about.
In order to see whether the students who learned about the conductive thread
through the activity were more successful with proposing practical applications of
conductive thread, than the students that were given an explanation in a traditional
lecture I formed two more groups (Groups 7 and 8). These groups consisted of three
traditionally taught physics students who also had one semester of experience in
ISLE process. More information about these two additional groups is in the Table 3.2
Groups 7 and 8 did not conduct the activity, but they learned about the physics
of conductive thread in a short lesson from me. After the lesson I asked them to
propose different applications of the thread just like the Groups 1 − 6 have done
after finishing their work on the activity.
Table 3.2: Data about the additional Groups 7 and 8.
Group

7

8

Traditional
or ISLE

Group
member’s
gender

University program

Traditional
+1
semester of
ISLE

M

Bachelor, Physics, 4th year

M

Masters, Physics, 1st year

M

Masters, Physics Education,
1st year

M

Masters, Physics Education,
1st year

M

Masters, Physics, 1st year

F

Masters, Physics Education,
1st year

Traditional
+1
semester of
ISLE
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Below is the transcription of the lesson, which I presented to students from Groups
7 and 8 (original lesson was given in Slovene). After the lesson, students received a
piece of conductive thread, for their better imagination of it.
The conductive thread consists of two thinner threads twirled around each
other and both of them are made from steel fibers. Its resistance is approximately 1 ohm/cm. The thread has an interesting feature: if a pulling
force is exerted on the thread or if the thread is twirled even more, its
resistance decreases. The resistance decreases, because the fibers in the
thread reorganize inside the thread in a way that there are fewer dead
ends inside and outside of it, creating more parallel paths, increasing the
effective cross-sectional area of the thread and therefore decreasing the
threads resistance.
If we decrease the force exerted on the thread, its resistance increases
again, but not to the same initial value, because some of the dead ends
might stay connected. If we wiggle the thread just a little bit, its resistance increases back to the initial value or it even surpasses it, because
we disconnect those newly connected fibers inside the thread.
Within your group think of as many different applications of the thread
as possible. You can propose any design that utilizes the properties of
conductive tread that you learned about.
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3.4

Methods

The analysis of students work begun right after they started reading the handouts
of the activity. At that point I already knew what research questions I want the
answers to. Therefore, I was carefully observing their work and took notes, to get a
bigger picture of each group’s work process.
After all the groups have finished the activity and I video recorded their work,
I started with the video analysis. Every time before watching the videos of all six
groups I decided which critical event I would like to investigate deeper. While watching the videos I focused only on the details in students’ work that were connected
to the chosen critical event. I wrote down students’ verbatim statements 1 and took
snapshots of their whiteboards. Based on my records I determined the frequency
of students observing a pattern, proposing an explanation or multiple explanations
for the observed patterns, proposing and conducting testing experiments, predicting
their outcomes based on the explanation under test, using multiple representation,...
The analysis helped me understand students’ work process better, it helped me find
the answers to my research questions and identify some additional findings that I did
not anticipate from the beginning. After watching the videos with a specific critical
event in my mind for the first time, I started thinking about how to present the
collected data best. But before I came to some conclusions on that critical event, I
watched the videos at least one more time, to double check what I observed and/or
observe what I might have missed the first time watching them.
If I consider all the critical events: patterns, explanations, testing experiments, predictions, representations, application, my interventions,... I watched each video for
about 12 times. There is approx. 50 minutes of video footage for each group. Therefore, video analysis was the most time-consuming part of my study.
After I decided which graphical representation presents the investigated critical event
best and I described the work process of each group, I started answering my research
questions. Video analysis data, description of groups’ work, all the findings and my
interpretations follow in the next two chapters.

1

Verbatim student statements will be written in “quotes and italic writing”.
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4.1

Task 1

In order to observe if motivational introduction and an introduction task (Task 1)
affect student success in the research of the conductive thread (Task 2), only half
of the groups received handouts with Task 1 included. As stated in Table 3.1, only
Groups 1,4 and 5 were engaged in Task 1.
Task 1 of the activity has a role to motivate the students to investigate the electric
resistance of the thread, but also to engage students to bring engineering components
to the research. First, they have to design a prototype - visualize the design of the
circuit made of conductive thread on the clothing and think about how long of a
thread one would need to connect a light source to any spot on a typical shirt.
Second, they have to build a circuit with the conductive thread, battery source and
a light source. Third, observe the brightness of each source and compare them.
They also have to make a judgement about which of the light sources meets the
criterion given by the instructions.

Instructions for Task 1: Can we use the thread for connecting a
small light source to a 3-V DC battery and make it glow? An important
requirement is that the light source should glow bright and that it can
be fixed to any place on typical clothes such as a shirt. You will get two
light sources to investigate, a small incandescent lightbulb and a green
LED.
Students find that the lightbulb does not glow or barely glows in the circuit with a
0.5 m long conductive thread, but the green LED glows bright, therefore only green
LED meets the criterion that the light source should glow bright and that it can
be fixed to any place on typical clothes such as shirt. What is more, students also
added some practical criteria on their own. For example: the light source should be
safe to be fixed on typical clothes. They emphasized that the lightbulb gets hot and
can easily break.
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4.1.1

General description of solving Task 1 by the groups

Group 1
Students of Group 1 thought about which length of the thread they need to use
right away. Before cutting a piece of the thread, they measured it by fitting it from
the waist all the way to the wrist. They also kept in mind, that the thread needs to
lead a conductive path back to the battery source. With this they took into account
the criterion, that the light source needs to shine bright at any place on a typical
shirt. First, they connected the LED in the circuit and observed that it shines. They
confirmed that the thread conducts and that the LED can be sewn on any place on
a shirt. They even changed the length of the thread and did not observe any change
in the brightness of the LED. Then they replaced the LED with a lightbulb and did
the same. They concluded: “Lightbulb does not meet the criterion and it can even
break if you fall with clothes on which lightbulbs are sewn onto.”
Group 4
They did not observe the lightbulb to shine when they built their first circuit, because
they used a too long piece of the thread. So, at that point one of the students
suggested: “What if we connect the battery with the lightbulb with wires and check if
it (lightbulb) even works? ”. So, they replaced the thread with a wire and observed,
that the lightbulb shines. After confirming, that the battery source and the lightbulb
work they went back to the original testing experiment and added a piece of thread
in the circuit. They once again did not observe the lightbulb shine so one of the
students suggested: “What if we measure if there is any current passing through
the thread with the multimeter? ”. They did not end up doing it, because one of
them suggested: “Let’s use a shorter piece of thread! ”. Now they noticed that the
lightbulb is shining: “Aaa, the threads resistance depends on its length. It must not
be too long.” Later they replaced the lightbulb with the LED light and used both,
short and long piece of a thread, to see if they can observe the any difference in the
amount of light the LED emits, like they did with the lightbulb. They concluded:
“We can sew a LED light to any place of a shirt, while we cannot do the same with
the lightbulb, and the lightbulb even gets hot! ”
Group 5
Group 5 checked, if the conductive thread conducts by measuring its resistance with
a multimeter. They observed that approx. 10-cm long piece of thread has resistance
of 5 ohms. Because they were able to measure the resistance with the multimeter,
they concluded that it really is conductive. Then they connected the battery with
the lightbulb and continuously changed length of the thread and observed, at which
length the lightbulb stops emitting light. This led them to reason, that a lightbulb
cannot be sewn to any spot on the shirt and still shine bright. Before connecting
the LED in the circuit instead of the lightbulb, they already stated: “We can place
an LED on any spot on the shirt.” Their next step differs from the ones Group
1 and 4 took. When they connected the LED in the circuit, they used a piece of
thread with resistance of 100 ohms, so they would not burn the LED. They observed
that the LED shines with a thread long over 1 m. They concluded: “Based on what
we observed; we would rather use the LED. Theoretically you can use the lightbulb
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as well, but then the whole shirt needs to be made out of this thread, to create low
enough resistance (parallel resistors). This is more expensive and less effective.”

4.1.2

Discussion

At the beginning of their investigation all students asked the same question: “Is the
thread even conductive? ” I believe that just by asking this question students show
some of their ability to think like a scientist. They did not take it for granted that
the thread conducts electric current, but rather tested it; “Lets test it! ” they said.
Group 1 and 4 tested it by connecting a lightbulb with a short piece of conductive
thread with battery source, while Group 5 measured the resistance of the thread with
the multimeter. None of them predicted the outcomes out loud before running the
test, because, I think, the outcome of this testing experiment seemed trivial to them.
What is more, none of the groups mentioned any assumptions they might have made:
1) the lightbulb and the battery work properly; 2) the contact they made with the
thread was good enough for the current to exist; 3) the resistance of the thread is
low enough to pass high enough current for the lightbulb to shine. Group 1 did not
articulate any assumptions, but their actions were the same as they were checking
assumptions 1) and 3).
Group 1 was the only one to measure the length of the thread by fitting it to the
body to meet the criterion, while Group 5 was the only group that thought about using a thread with high enough of resistance to not damage the LED or the lightbulb
in the circuit. They connected the LED with 100 ohms to not damage it. Although
in this particular case, a green LED and 3-V battery source, no series resistors are
needed to limit the current through an LED, students (electric engineering program)
demonstrated practical knowledge and experience in LEDs 1 .
All of the groups came to the conclusion that the LED meets the criterion given
by the instruction, while the lightbulb does not. Furthermore, students pointed out
two other aspects, in which the LED differs from the lightbulb: 1) the lightbulb
breaks if you fall with clothes, on which it is sewn onto (Group 1), 2) the lightbulb
gets hot (Group 4).
Goal of Task 1 is to incorporate the engineering design into the activity. I think
that this is exactly what it accomplished. All groups asked questions and defined
problems (Which light source works better and why? Is the thread even conductive?
How long should the conductive thread be?); planned and carried out investigation
(they designed, built the circuit and they observed - some to the greater degree
than the others), they all interpreted the data and made judgements based on given
criterion (Groups 1 and 4 even added some of their own) and communicated their
reasoning. So, they were all engaged in the engineering practices (listed in Section 2.1).
1

The use of a 3-V battery and a green LED for the activity, was a thoughtful choice of the
authors of the activity, because we can connect a green LED directly to a 3-V source and the light
source does not get damaged.
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4.1.3

Comparison between the groups with and those without Task 1

Groups 2, 3 and 6 received instructions without Task 1. At some point in their
investigation they all connected the lightbulb to the battery with the conductive
thread and observed how the light it emits gets dimmer, if they use longer thread.
Group 2 and 6 also did the same with the LED. The important difference between
the groups that were solving Task 1 and those that did not is, that the latter did
not have any practical constraints to follow. Therefore they did not plan their investigation, nor made decisions on how long piece of the thread they should use
and they did not have to meet any given constraints. The only time they may
have used the light sources, was to test if the thread is even conductive or later to
observe the effect a force has on thread’s resistance. Important part of engineer’s
work is to work within some constraints or limitations and to find the optimal design.
All groups needed about the same amount of time to complete the activity. Average
time spent on activity:
• All groups: 36.3 minutes.
• Groups with motivational introduction: 36.6 minutes.
• Groups without motivational introduction: 36.0 minutes.

4.2

Task 2

Task 2 is devised for the students to engage in scientific practices. Students’ task
is to observe patterns, propose multiple explanations for the observed patterns, test
the proposed explanations and select the most suitable explanation. I did not tell
or advised the students any particular approach, because I wanted to observe to
what extent they will spontaneously use expert-like approach. Because half of the
groups did not receive the motivational Task 1, the instructions for Task 2 are slightli
different for each half of the groups.

Instructions for Task 2 (from handouts with motivational
introduction): How does a force exerted on the thread affect the
resistance of the thread? If you find any patterns, propose different
explanations for the observed behavior. Test those explanations and
provide the explanation that describes the behavior best.
Instructions for Task 2 (from handouts without motivational
introduction): Investigate how forces exerted on the thread affect its
electrical properties. Propose one or multiple explanations for any observed effect. Test your explanations and select the one that describes
the effect best.
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All groups started the investigation by exerting a pulling force on the thread and
they soon noticed the following patterns:
• the stronger they pull the thread, the lower drops its resistance (observed by
all groups),
• when the force reaches certain value, the resistance does not decrease anymore
(observed by Groups 1,2 and 3),
• After reducing the pulling force to zero, the resistance increases almost back
to its initial value (observed by Group 1)
At this point they were ready to propose mechanistic explanation for the observed
phenomenon.

4.2.1

General description of student’s work in Task 2

In this subsection I will describe students’ reasoning. Students’ verbatim statements,
sketches and equations are described in Subsection 4.2.2, more data and comparison
of the groups observed patterns are described in Section 4.3, detailed analysis of
their testing experiments will be presented in Section 4.4 and their predictions in
Section 4.5. This way the following sections of the thesis are more organised and
the content of the sections does not repeat.
Group 1
ISLE physics students in Group 1 connected the multimeter to the ends of the
thread, set it up to measure resistance and exerted pulling force on the thread.
They immediately observed a gradually changing resistance of the thread, with the
increasing force. They recorded the resistance when the thread was relaxed and
then for different force magnitudes. Through these measurements they observed,
that the resistance of the thread decreases only up to a certain minimal value.
One of the students suggested to also measure the force, but through discussion
within the group (where all three students were equally dominant) they came to the
conclusion, that their task is only to observe an effect and explain why it happens.
They observed the experiment thoroughly and changed the force intensity from
zero, up to the force until the thread broke. They even relaxed the thread after
exerting a force on it to check, if resistance will increase back to the initial value
or not. After observing these patterns, they started thinking about the possible
explanation. While doing so, they drew sketches (Figures 4.1 and 4.2) of the thread
and wrote down the equation for resistance of a wire (Equation 4.2). They proposed
one explanation only. They reasoned that when they exert a pulling force on the
thread, its length increases and its cross-sectional area decreases and pointed out
that these two changes would result in increase of the resistance of the thread. They
concluded: “Therefore, the change in thread’s length and cross-sectional area cannot
be the reason for the change in resistance.” They did not mention any changes in
specific resistivity, creation of new connections between the fibers of the thread or
increasing of the effective cross-sectional area, but rather just realized the larger
area over which the fibers are in contact - like bringing two parallel wires in touch
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on more sections than just at their beginning and their end. This is an incorrect
explanation based on a belief that the additional contacts between the conducting
wires will result in decrease of the resistivity. The idea is explained in detail on Page
57 in Section 4.2.2. They tested the explanation with multiple testing experiments
(Section 4.4), predicted their outcomes (Section 4.5) and made judgements based
on the actual outcomes.
Group 2
ISLE physics students of Group 2 were the only group to come up with multiple
explanations. They strived to explain the mechanism behind the change in thread’s
resistance from the start. Their observation was thorough and just as Group 1 they
observed, that the resistance of the thread decreases only up to a certain limiting
value, if an increasing pulling force is exerted on the thread.
While proposing their explanations, they always tried to support it with a sketch
(Figures 4.3, 4.7 4.8) and also with the equations such as resistance of a wire (Equation 4.2). When they first wrote the Equation 4.2 and observed that the observed
change of resistivity contradicts the prediction based on the written equation, they
started to doubt their memory and thought they remembered the equation for resistance of a wire wrong. They even changed it to:
R=ζ

A
,
L

(4.1)

and were satisfied with the change, because the Equation 4.1 finally described their
observations correctly. At that point I walked up to the group, pointing my finger to
the incorrect Equation 4.1 and looked at them confused. My intervention confused
them at first and they asked me if the equation is wrong. But before I responded
they started discussing about the Equation 4.1 within the group. They discussed
how the resistance of a regular wire is affected by the increase/decrease of the wire’s
length or cross-sectional area. After the discussion they corrected it back to the
initial form (Equation 4.2) and started thinking about the explanations why the
conductive thread doesn’t behave like a regular wire.
Their reasoning is best summarized with their final statement: “The resistivity of
the thread changes, because the effective length of the thread decreases, the fibers are
squeezed and aligned and there are more connections between them, also the fibers
sticking out of the thread are aligned close to the thread - increasing the area of the
cross section. Both effects decrease the resistance of the thread.”
So, they were thinking about a reorganized structure of fibers inside the thread.
They thought that if the fibers come closer together and touch, the path for electrons gets shorter. They also reasoned that there were new conductive paths created,
which increased the effective cross-sectional area. They did put much greater emphasis on the reorganized structure leading to shorter effective length of the thread,
than on creation of new conductive paths. Only the part of their reasoning, where
they refer to the increasing cross-sectional area of the thread, because the fibers
sticking out of it are aligned next to the thread when a force is exerted on the
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thread, is correct and explained in detail in Section 4.2.2. Other parts of the explanations are incorrect and addressed in the same section.
They tested their explanation with multiple testing experiments (Section 4.4), for
which they also predicted the outcomes (Section 4.5). Using the testing experiments they rejected their second explanation: the resistance of the thread changes,
because the specific resistivity of the thread changes. They rightfully rejected this
explanation, which is addressed in detail on Page 54 in Section 4.2.2.

Group 3
Traditionally taught physics students in Group 3 first attempted to derive the equation of R(F ) (how resistance of the thread changes with force exerted on the thread)
and a graph of the observed change in resistance of the thread, after exerting a
pulling force on it. I encouraged them to read the instructions again. They realized,
that their goal is to explain the mechanism behind the observed pattern. They
measured the change in resistance of the thread again, with the force changing from
zero up until the thread broke. Through these measurements they observed, that
the resistance of the thread decreases only up to a certain limiting value. Then
they started expressing their explanation in words with the help of sketch of the
thread (Figure 4.9) and the equation for resistance of a wire (Equation 4.2). They
reasoned, that the thread conducts more current, because fibers are in touch over a
larger area and also because the fibers sticking out of the thread at first, align with
the thread and create a more uniform thread, when a force is exerted on it. They
mentioned once the creation of new parallel paths from the thread’s dead ends, but
did not support the hypothesis with a sketch. While the idea of change in resistance,
because the fibers are in touch over a bigger surface is incorrect and addressed on
Page 57 in Section 4.2.2, their reasoning of aligning the fibers sticking out of the
thread close to the thread with a force and connecting the dead ends inside the
thread, was correct and is also addressed in more detail on Page 63 in Section 4.2.2.
They proposed multiple testing experiments, conducted one of them (Section4.4)
and predicted the outcome of one testing experiment (Section 4.5).

Group 4
The youngest group, Group 4 (traditionally taught physiscs students) also wanted
to derive an equation for the observed change in resistance R(F ), at first. After my
intervention: “Your task is to investigate how a force exerted on the thread affects
its electrical properties. To find different explanations for the observed pattern and
later test those explanation. So, WHAT happens and WHY does it happen”, they
focused on explaining the mechanism behind it. They reasoned, that the stronger
they pull the thread, less air is left between the fibers and the more tightly they
are bound, therefore the resistance decreases. More about why their reasoning is
incorrect can be read on Page 59 in Section 4.2.2. They tested this explanation with
two variations of the same testing experiment (Section 4.4) for which they did not
predict the outcomes. They never drew any sketches, but they did think through
equations written on the whiteboard (Equation 4.2).
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Group 5
Electrical engineering students in Group 5 did not observe any change in threads
resistance when exerting a pulling force on it until my intervention. I encouraged
them to start measuring the resistance with completely relaxed thread. After doing
so, they observed the change and they strived to explain the mechanism behind the
observed pattern. Group 5 proposed a physically correct explanation which included
creation of new connections between the fibers inside the thread and therefore adding
new parallel conductive paths and increasing the effective cross-sectional area (in
detail in Section 4.2.2). They did not support their explanation with any kind of
representation. They tested it with one testing experiment (Section 4.4) without
making any predictions for the outcomes.
Group 6
Electrical engineering students in Group 6 wanted to draw a graph of force exerted
on the thread vs. thread’s resistance and derive an equation for R(F ) from the graph
until my intervention similar to the one I gave to Group 5. Later they explained the
observed change in resistance with a single explanation. They reasoned, that the
change is due to straightened up thread where fibers of the thread are rearranged and
closer together. The electrons can go through the thread with greater ease and follow
a shorter path. Their reasoning is based on a wrong belief, that the resistance of the
thread will change if the fibers of the thread will be in touch over bigger surface and
that the length of the path for electrons can change so much, that the resistance
decreases to the half of its initial value (in more detail in Section 4.2.2). They
proposed a single explanation, tested it just once (Section 4.4) and did not predict
the outcomes, but they did support their reasoning with sketches (Figures 4.4, 4.5).

4.2.2

Student’s explanations categorized and supported with
their verbatim statements

All the explanations proposed by the students in my sample can be grouped into
following two categories:
• Category 1: explanations that involve a metal whose electric properties (such
as specific resistivity) change when the pulling force is exerted on it,
• Category 2: explanations that involve the structural changes of the thread
(caused by the pulling force) that lead to the change of the total resistance of
the thread.
Note, that the explanation from Category 1 is incorrect (read more about it in the
following Section 4.2.2) The explanations from Category 2 can be categorized even
further into three subcategories, out of which only one (addressed in Section 4.2.2)
is correct. All the categorized explanations, except for explanations in Subcategory
2 (addressed in Section ??), were also observed by my mentors [1].
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Category 1
Explanations that involve a metal whose electric properties (such as
specific resistivity) change when the pulling force is exerted on it (suggested: by one group)2 .
Group 2:
“When we exert a pulling force on the thread, its length increases, area of the cross
section decreases and the resistance decreases, therefore the specific resistivity should
decrease.”
“It is rather due to better and more connections between the fibers and the shorter
path for the electrons or the actual feature - the specific resistivity of the
material changes when force is exerted on it.”

Reasoning that leads students to the explanation Cat1
Group 2:
As the students exerted force on the thread and observed a change in its resistance
they wrote the equation describing resistance of a wire:
R=ζ

L
A

(4.2)

They reasoned that the length of the thread (L) increases and the cross-sectional
area of the thread (A) decreases, therefore the resistance of the thread should have
increased, but as we observed in the experiment, the resistance decreased.
If the changes in L and A contradict the observed changes, something else must
change in greater manner to overpower these changes. The only variable left in the
Equation 4.2 is the specific resistivity (ζ). Students (Group 2) reasoned that the
conductive thread is made of specific metal, which specific resistivity decreases with
increasing pulling force. The assumption that students either made subconsciously
or took for granted is that the thread is indeed made from metal.
When students propose the explanation of changing specific resistivity, they either
have no detailed model in mind or it is based on their microscopic image, where
the distance between the ions in the metal increases, because of the pulling force
exerted on it, resulting in easier propagation of the electrons through the lattice.
Their explanation is neither that naive nor completely wrong. In the paper “The
Effect of Tension on the Electrical Resistance of Certain Abnormal Metals” ([30])
Bridgman showed that there are not only metals, whose specific resistivity increases
with the increasing tension, but also metals, whose specific resistivity decreases with
the increasing tension, exactly as the students in Group 2 suggested. Such metals
are: nickel, bismuth, lithium, calcium and some other metals, but not steel. Specific resistivity of steel increases with the increasing tension. It is also important to
note, that these changes in specific resistivity are very small and can not explain the
2

Explanation from Category 1 will be referred as explanation Cat1.
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50% change in thread’s resistance in our case. The possible explanations for this
abnormal behavior, that Bridgman describes in his paper are very different from
the student’s microscopic explanation. The paper is also almost 100 years old, so
the explanations could be outdated, however it is interesting that students reasoned
similarly, although on a different level of physics, as the authors of the paper.
Group 2 was the only group which proposed the explanation that the resistance of
the thread changes, because the specific resistivity decreases. They did not mention
their naive model until the interactions at the end. We also asked them to predict
the outcome of the testing experiment in which we exert a lateral force on the thread
with a book, based on the explanation. They reasoned: “When we exerted a pulling
force on the thread, we increased the distance between the ions on the microscopic
level, but when we exerted a lateral force on the thread, we squeezed the ions closely
together. Therefore, the outcome of this experiment (exerting a lateral force on the
thread) should have been the opposite (referring to increase of the resistance).”

Category 2
Explanations that involve the structural changes of the thread (caused
by the pulling force) that lead to the change of the total resistance of
the thread (suggested: by all groups).
For students to come up with this explanation, they have to closely observe the conductive thread up close and notice that the thread is made of two twisted bundles of
fibers. If they observe carefully enough, they notice that the fibers are not continuous but rather end and begin randomly along the thread. As a result they observe
fibers are also growing out of the thread and making “dead ends”. In order for the
students to successfully observe all of these features and consequently come up with
productive explanation, the handouts included magnified picture of the thread and
they also received a magnifying glass.
Explanations referring to structural changes of the thread can be further separated
into three subcategories:
• Subcategory 1: explanations that involve creating more connections between
the existing conductive paths,
• Subcategory 2: explanation that involve decreasing the length of the conductive paths,
• Subcategory 3: explanations that involve creating new conductive paths by
making connections between the dead ends of the fibers and existing conductive
paths.
Each group proposed an explanation, that was sorted in at least one of these subcategories. Now I will provide student’s reasoning, representations and their verbatim
statements, that they used to support their explanation.
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Subcategory 1
Explanations that involve creating more connections between the existing conductive paths(suggested by: five groups)3 .
Note that this is an incorrect idea that five out of six groups proposed. All the
groups, which proposed the explanation Sub1 wrongfully accepted it as the correct
explanation and included it in their final answer (Groups 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6).
Group 1
“When you pull on the thread, you squeeze the air out and create more connections
between the fibers. They just rearrange a little bit, therefore there is more contact
between them.”
“The way we sketched it (Figure 4.1), you can see that the length actually does not
even change, all that changes is that there is no air between the fibers and there is
more contact between them, larger area of the contacts between them.”
“The thread squeezes together; the fibers are closer to each other and it looks more
like a tape.” (see Figure 4.2)

Figure 4.1: Sketch drawn by Group 1 to support the explanation Sub1. The sketch shaped
like the number eight, represents fibers of a relaxed thread. When a pulling force is exerted
on the thread, the fibers rearrange and the area of contacts between the fibers increases,
which is presented with the sketch of two lines close to each other.

Figure 4.2: Sketch drawn by Group 1 to support the explanation Sub1. The sketch of
two lines separated by a gap, represents fibers of a relaxed thread. When a pulling force
is exerted on the thread, the fibers rearrange and the area of contacts between the fibers
increases, which is presented with the sketch of two lines close to each other.
3

Explanation from Subcategory 1 will be referred as explanation Sub1.
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Group 2
“The fibers that are twisted inside this thread, probably twist themselves around each
other even more, when we exert force on it.”
“It is rather due to better and more connections between the fibers . . . ” (see Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: Sketch drawn by Group 2 to support the explanation Sub1. The left sketch
represents fibers of a relaxed thread and the right sketch represents rearranged fibers of
the thread, when a pulling force is exerted on the thread.

Group 3
“If all the fibers of the thread are conductive and you exert a force on the thread,
you create better connections between the fibers (they touch each other along longer
distances), a more organized structure.”
Group 4
“Apparently the thread conducts more current when the fibers are closer to each other
(more tightly bound). The stronger you pull on the thread, the more it looks like a
wire and when it is relaxed there is a lot of air between the fibers.”
This is the only idea that Group 4 has been working on. They did not talk about
any changes in specific resistivity of the material or dead ends creating additional
paths, only about more connections between the existing paths.
Group 6
“When you exert force on the thread, the fibers rearrange so the electrons can ‘jump’
with greater ease. The more the fibers are straightened up, the better the connections
between them.”
“At the beginning the thread looks something like this - Figure 4.4, but when you
exert a force on it you straighten them up and the thread looks like this - Figure 4.5.
Therefore, you create an effectively thicker wire.”
Group 6 did not mention any dead ends that would make the thread thicker than
before, it just looks thicker on the sketch, because all the fibers are close to each
other and I think that they only meant to represent the alignment of the fibers
and connections over a bigger surface area. So, based on their statements I believe
they did not include creation of new connections between the fibers when they said:
“. . . you create an effectively thicker wire.”
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Figure 4.4: Sketch drawn by Group 6 to represent fibers of a relaxed thread to support
the explanation Sub1.

Figure 4.5: Sketch drawn by Group 6 to represent a thread, on which a force was exerted
to support the explanation Sub1.

Reasoning that leads students to the explanation Sub1
The explanation, that the resistance of the thread decreases, because more connections between the conductive paths are created (or that they touch each other over
a greater surface or parallel wires are combined in one thicker wire) is based on an
incorrect idea about the change in resistance if parallel conductors are in contact at
more spots than just at their ends (see Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6: Some students reasoned that resistance of the circuit on the left is lower than
the resistance of the circuit on the right.
With the knowledge of the DC circuits, that students acquired already in high school,
they can confirm, that this kind of structural change of the thread does not affect
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its resistance.
If resistance of a single wire is R0 , then resistance of the N parallel wires is:
R0
.
(4.3)
N
The simplest analysis (suitable for high-school level) can be done as follows. We
assume that:
R1 =

• the additional connecting point is exactly half way from one end,
• the lengths and cross-sections of all fibers are equal.
If we bring all the N parallel wires in touch at the point half way, we can express
resistance of the new structure as:
R0
R0
R0
= R1 .
(4.4)
R2 = 2 + 2 =
N
N
N
The resistance of the parallel wires does not change, when we bring them in touch.
We can generalize this reasoning, when the wires touch each other on multiple spots
or as the students said: “. . . there are more contacts between them.” /. . . / “. . . they
touch each other along longer distances.” No matter over how big of an area they
are in touch, it does not affect the threads resistance.
While analyzing the work of Group 6, I had a feeling, that they did not believe that
the resistance changes because the fibers or the thin wires make connections on several points, but they believed that parallel wires have a greater resistance, than one
thick wire with the same cross-sectional area as the parallel thin wires combined.
It is an equivalent problem to the one explained above. With a simple analysis,
students can check, that such modification does not change the total resistance of
the circuit.
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Subcategory 2
Explanation that involve decreasing the length of the conductive paths
(suggested by: two groups)4 .
Explanation addressed in this section is also incorrect. None of the Groups 2 and 6,
who proposed this explanation rejected it, but wrongfully accepted it as the correct
explanation and as a part of their final answer why, the resistance of the thread
decreases when a force is exerted on it.
Group 2
“What if the effective length of the thread changes in a way when we exert the pulling
force so, the electrons don’t have to go zig-zag inside the thread, but rather follow
a thicker, shorter, straight line.” /. . . / “When there is no force on the thread, the
electrons path is actually far longer than the length of the thread, but when we exert
a pulling force on the thread, we squeeze the fibers together and align them, therefore
the path is as long as the length of the thread.” They supported their idea with
sketches in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.7: Sketch drawn by Group 2 to support their explanation Sub2. The left sketch
represents a relaxed structure of the thread and the right sketch represents an effectively
shorter conductive path, of the thread, after a force has been exerted on the thread.
Because it is straightened out and the electrons can follow a straight line, rather than
taking different paths and zig-zaging their way through the thread.

Figure 4.8: Sketch drawn by Group 2 to support their explanation Sub2. It represents
the same idea as sketch in Figure 4.7 - when the thread is relaxed the conductive paths
look like the green paths on the sketch, but when a force is exerted on the thread, the
conductive paths are straightened out, the green paths reorganize into blue ones.
4

Explanation from Subcategory 2 will be referred as explanation Sub2.
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“It is rather due to better and more connections between the fibers and the shorter
path for the electrons or the actual feature - the specific resistivity of the material
changes when force is exerted on it.”
Group 2 proposed multiple explanations, but when considering the explanations
from Category 2 they emphasised the change of thread’s effective length.
Group 6
“When you exert the force on it, you straighten them up and the distance for the
electrons is shorter ” (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5).
They were also discussing the speed at which the electrons move in a wire and
because the shorter distance would mean less time for the electrons to reach the
other end - they reasoned, that this would mean a lower resistance for the thread.

Reasoning that leads students to the explanation Sub2
One of the incorrect explanations for the change in resistance that students came
up with, was that the change is due to decreasing the length of the conductive
thread. While proposing the explanation Sub2, they have reasoned that when the
thread is relaxed, the fibers do not touch each other on so many spots, as opposed
to when a pulling force is exerted on it. When we exert a force on it, we straighten
the fibers out, making them closer to parallel to each other or just create contact
at more spots than before, which creates paths, that are shorter than the ones in
a relaxed thread. The shorter conductive paths, mean lower resistance of the thread.
It is true that when exerting a pulling force on the thread we bring the fibers closer
to each other and they might create contacts at more spots, then when the thread
is relaxed. This could also lead to creating shorter paths for the electrons that are
drifting from one end of the thread to the other. Based on students’ reasoning I
think they believed that when a pulling force is exerted on the thread the electrons
drift only through the shorter paths, because the resistance of shorter paths is lower
than the resistance of the longer ones. But the electrons follow the newly created
short paths, as well as the previous long paths. So, the creation of new shorter
paths does not decrease the effective length of the thread in general, as the students
reasoned. The thread’s resistance changes for up to 50%, if the change in thread’s
effective length would be the reason, this kind of change in thread’s effective length
should have been observed one way or another. Students thought about creation of
new contacts between the fibers, but they thought that the decrease of the resistance
is due to newly created shorter paths, rather than due additional conductive paths,
which increase the effective cross-sectional area of the thread.
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Subcategory 3
Explanations that involve creating new conductive paths by making connections between the dead ends of the fibers and existing conductive
paths.(suggested by: three groups)5 .
Group 2
“What if all the fibers sticking out of the thread, align themselves to the thread, when
we exert force on the thread and the effective area of the cross-section increases.”
This was an idea of one student in the group and the other two doubt it: “The resistance changes for more than 30%, does the area change by that much? We should
have observed this kind of change with the magnifying glass.” They only mentioned
this once and did not include this in reasoning the predictions of the outcomes or
the actual outcomes, but they did include it in their final explanation when they
finished the activity.
Final explanation: “The resistivity of the thread changes, because the effective length
of the thread decreases, the fibers are squeezed and aligned and there are more connections between them, also the fibers sticking out of the thread are aligned
close to the thread - increasing the area of the cross section. Both effects
decrease the resistance of the thread.”
Group 3
“When you exert a force on the thread, the fibers make new connections between
them. At the beginning the fibers are sticking out of the thread and when you pull
it, there is a higher possibility for them to align and create a more uniform thread,
which enables to conduct more current.”

Figure 4.9: Sketch drawn by Group 3 does not support their explanation Sub3, but rather
just shows their representation of the thread consisting of smaller fibers.

So, they are not thinking only about connections between the fibers as the Group
1 did - a connection over bigger surface, but rather about more and more parallel
paths created, which decrease the resistance of the thread. They did not support
their reasoning with a sketch. Figure 4.9 - only shows their representation of the
thread consisting of smaller fibers. Group 3 proposed two explanations. With their
first explanation they are referring to a more organized structure of the thread, with
fibers in touch over bigger surface. Their second explanation was that the resistance
of the thread decreases, because of the new connections between the dead ends that
5

Explanation from Subcategory 3 will be referred as explanation Sub3.
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are initially sticking out of the thread and the already existing conductive paths.
They stated that the alignment of the dead ends, would create a more uniform
thread. With the expression “a more uniform thread” they could be referring to a
thread with a larger effective cross-sectional area.
Group 5
“I can imagine only one explanation: when you exert the force on the thread, more
connections between the small wires in the spiral of the thread are created.” /. . . /
“The area of the cross section actually decreases, but the area of the conductive paths
increases. It’s like connecting more parallel conductive paths.”
They did not support this explanation with any kind of graphical representation.
They are the only group that kept in mind that the area of the cross-section as seen
under the magnifying glass decreases, because we bring the fibers closer together, but
the resistance of the thread decreases, because the effective area of the conductive
fibers at given cross section increased with newly created parallel conductive paths.
They strongly believed, that this is the right explanation and did not propose any
other explanations for the observed decrease of thread’s resistance.

Reasoning that leads students to the explanation Sub3
For them to come up with this explanation they have to observe the thread and the
magnified image of the thread carefully. They have to observe the fibers sticking
out of the thread. These fibers create dead ends and are therefore non-conductive.
They have to consider that each fiber individually, is significantly shorter than the
whole thread. Therefore, each fiber has its beginning and its end somewhere along
the thread. This means that the dead ends are not only growing out of the thread,
but are also exist inside, along the thread. Students have to realize that pulling the
thread does not only bring the fibers closer together, but it also creates new parallel
conductive paths between the dead ends and the already conducting paths of the
thread.
Their pre-knowledge of resistance of DC circuits has a vital part in the realization
that only touching of the threads does not affect its resistance (discussed on Page
59 in Section 4.2.2), but that by bringing dead ends of fibers in touch with already
conductive paths creates additional parallel conductive paths. With more parallel conductive paths, the effective cross-sectional area increases and consequently
the thread’s resistance decreases. This explanation is not only supported with the
Equation 2.1, but also with the model of the conductive thread presented in the
Section 2.6.2, that provides the most plausible explanation for the thread’s decrease
of resistance.
I counted the number of fibers in a single cross-section of the thread 15 times. The
average counted number of all the fibers in a the thread’s cross-section is about 170.
With the specific resistivity for stainless-steel we also made an estimation of number
of conductive fibers in one cross section of the thread.
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The estimated number of conductive fibers in one cross section of a relaxed thread
was about 40 and for the thread on which we exerted a pulling force the estimated
number was about 80 (see Page 34 in Section 2.6.1).
The explanation Sub3, which is based on the increasing effective cross-sectional area
of the thread with newly created conductive parallel paths in the thread is the accepted physically correct explanation for the change in thread’s resistance.

Discussion
Groups 2, 3 and 6 proposed multiple explanations. Group 2 rejected the explanation Cat1 with a testing experiment (more about that in Section 4.4) and in their
final statement of why the resistance of the thread decreases Group 2 made a combination of explanation Sub1, explanation Sub2 and explanation Sub3. Group 3
did not reject any of their proposed explanations, but rather made a combination
of explanations Sub1 and Sub3. Group 5 did not reject any of their explanations
either and chose a combination of suggested explanations Sub1 and Sub2, as their
final answer.
Groups 1, 4 and 5 proposed only one explanation (Groups 1 and 4 proposed the
explanation Sub1 and Group 5 proposed the explanation Sub3). This might be because in traditional lectures students are mostly given the confirmed explanations
and hardly ever heard about how wrong explanations that scientists proposed were
tested before coming up with the one that is in the textbook now. Therefore, they
are not used to propose multiple explanations.
Only three groups proposed the correct explanation Sub3 (Groups 2, 3 and 5). They
reasoned, that creation of new parallel conductive paths out of dead ends increases
the effective cross-sectional area and therefore decreases thread’s resistance. What
is more, only one of these three groups realized the importance of this explanation (Group 5). The other two groups mentioned it just by the way, included it in
their final statement as part of the combination with incorrect explanations from
other categories and have put much more emphasis on the change in thread’s length
(Group 2) or the more connections between the already conductive fibers (Group 3).
For a clearer comparison of traditionally taught students and students skilled in
ISLE, or physics students and electrical engineering students, or students with Task 1
or without it, we have to look deeper into their work. Therefore, we will compare the
work of all groups based on the patterns they observed and explained (Section 4.3),
based on their testing of the proposed explanations (Section 4.4), representations
used throughout the activity (Section 4.6), based on the predictions for the testing
experiments they made (Section 4.5) and the ideas for application of the conductive
thread (Section 4.7).
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4.3

Patterns

Through the observational experiments that each group has conducted (exerting a
pulling force on the thread), they have observed diﬀerent patterns:
1. the longer the thread, the larger the resistance,
2. the resistance of the thread decreases with the increasing force exerted on it,
3. the resistance of the thread decreases up to some point and with exerting even
stronger force on the thread, its resistance does not decrease anymore and
4. if you reduce the force exerted on the thread to zero, the resistance of the
thread increases to the value which is close but less than the initial value. It
reaches the initial value of the thread’s resistance, only if you shake the thread.
When shaking the thread hard enough, the ﬁnal resistance might even exceed
the initial resistance.
Only Group 1 observed all four patterns. What is more, groups did not always try to
explain the patterns that they observed. The following Figure 4.10 contains a chart
about how many patterns each group observed and for how many of the observed
patterns they proposed at least one explanation (correct or incorrect).

Figure 4.10: The chart in ﬁgure above represents number of observed and explained
patterns by each group.
In the chart in Figure 4.10 under the “Group #”, there are the important data about
each group: ﬁrst one indicates if students in the group are skilled in ISLE or traditionally taught students / second one indicates if students are studying Physics
(Ph) or Electrical Engineering (EE) / and the last one indicates the years spent at
the university (#y).
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Discussion
How careful does each group observe the observational experiments? How many of
the patterns observed do they try to explain? Group 1, which students were experienced in ISLE, explained all of the patterns they observed, as did the Group 2.
The traditionally taught student groups observed and/or explained fewer patterns
than the students, who had some experience in ISLE process. Out of all the groups,
electrical engineering groups observed and explained the lowest number of patterns.
This could be due to the experience students in Groups 1 and 2 have with similar
ISLE based activities, where they had to carefully observe observational experiments
and propose explanations for what they observed. Through observation they learned
to pay attention to all the patterns, put them in words and try to explain them,
while traditionally taught students do not have this experience.
If we compare the groups work with their average grades, we notice that there is no
notable correlation between the average grade and number of observed or explained
patterns. The Groups 5 and 6 (students of electrical engineering) with the highest
average grade and students of Group 4 (traditionally taught physics students) with
the lowest average grade observed the same number of patterns, Group 4 even explained one patter more than Groups 5 and 6. What is more, out of the Groups 1,
2 and 3, Group 1 did the best job considering the observation and explanation of
patterns, even though they had the lowest average grade out of these three groups.
We can conclude that in our sample there is no evidence for correlation between
the student average grade and their level of success in observing and explaining the
patterns. Note that, as stated in the introduction, this is qualitative research. To
get any statistical significance it would require to repeat the study on much larger
sample.

4.4

Testing experiments

Did the students test their explanation? How many testing experiments6 did they
propose and conduct? Did they predict the outcomes of the testing experiment?
The following four Figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14 contain radar charts about the
quality of student’s testing of proposed explanations. The radar charts represent
the following four quantities: 1) Number of proposed TE, 2) Number of conducted
TE, 3) Number of predictions about the outcome of TE and 4) Number of judgements made based on the outcome. I decided to use radar charts to represent this
data, because I was able to represent four different quantities for each group in the
same chart and at the same time compare the work of all the groups. The bigger
is the surface of a group’s radar chart, to the higher degree this group tested the
proposed explanation(s). Furthermore, when looking at a radar chart you can easily
observe what the strengths and weaknesses of each group are.

6

TE = testing experiment
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Groups proposed various number of testing experiments (see the radar chart in
Figure 4.11). The physics students proposed at least three TE and conducted at
least two of them, while the electrical engineering students proposed and conducted
only one TE. You can read about the importance of multiple TE in the Section 2.2.

Figure 4.11: Quality of student’s testing of proposed explanations. Comparison of all six
groups.

The Figure 4.11 clearly shows, that only three of the groups predicted the outcomes
of the TE. The groups that did predict the outcomes were groups of 5-year physics
students. While the electrical engineering students and the younger physics students
did not predict the outcomes of their TEs.
After conducting a TE it is important to evaluate the outcome of it and make a
judgement if the outcome matches the prediction (or in case of not placing a prediction, if the outcome is in agreement with the tested explanations). All the groups
made a judgement after at least one of the proposed TE, which was also a part of
their ﬁnal statement, when they stated: “This is it, this is our ﬁnal answer.”
To be able to diﬀerentiate between the groups a little bit better, I added three radar
charts, with only two groups in the chart at the time. First one compares physics students experienced in ISLE process (Figure 4.12), second traditionally taught physics
students (Figure 4.13) and the third one compares traditionally taught electrical engineering students (Figure 4.14).
The larger is the area of the radar chart of a group, to the higher degree this group
has tested the proposed explanation(s). Area of the radar chart of Group 2 is larger
than the area of any other group, while the area of the charts of Group 1 and Group
3 are similar. The area of the chart presenting the work of Group 4 is smaller than
the area of the ﬁrst three groups, but the smallest are the areas of charts presenting
the work of Groups 5 and 6 (electrical engineering students).
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Figure 4.12: Quality of student’s testing of proposed explanations. Comparison of two
groups experienced in ISLE process.

Figure 4.13: Quality of student’s testing of proposed explanations. Comparison of two
traditionally taught physics groups.

Figure 4.14: Quality of student’s testing of proposed explanations. Comparison of two
traditionally taught electrical engineering groups.
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So, we can conclude, that the physics students tested the proposed ideas to the
greater degree than the students of electrical engineering and that students skilled
in ISLE tested the proposed ideas to the greater degree than the traditionally taught
students.

4.4.1

Testing experiments proposed by the groups

Groups suggested various number of testing experiments. Some of the testing experiments were proposed by multiple groups, the others just by one. Here I provide
the whole list of proposed testing experiments:
1. Twirl the thread to create more connections between the fibers of the thread
(proposed by Groups 2, 4, 5, 6).
2. Connect two threads at their ends and measure the resistance and then compare the value with the measurement of the resistance of a thicker thread made
by twisting the two threads around each other (proposed by Groups 1, 2, 3,
4).
3. Separate one thread into two thinner threads and compare the resistance of
one whole thread with the resistance of two separated halves of the thread
connected to each other only at their ends (proposed by Groups 2, 4).
4. Separate a single fiber out of the thread; exert pulling force on it and measure
the resistance (proposed by Groups 1, 2, 3).
5. Place a thread on a flat surface (such as table) and exert a lateral force on it
(for example by pressing on the thread by a book; proposed by Group 2).
6. Place a non-conductive material between the thinner threads of the thread and
prevent them to create connections between the fibers of the thread, when you
exert pulling force on it (proposed by Group 2).
7. Comb the thread, so you make more fibers stick out of the thread - create
more dead ends (proposed by Groups 3, 4).

Discussion
On one hand, one testing experiment is sometimes enough to reject a proposed
explanation, while on the other hand, one testing experiment is never enough to
confirm it. This is something that students almost never had the chance to experience and develop a habit to design multiple testing experiments in a traditional
class, which is probably the reason why four groups out of six were satisfied, when
the outcomes of just one testing experiment matched their explanation. Only two
of the groups tested the same explanation with two different testing experiments.
These two groups were both groups of physics students, one of them was skilled in
ISLE process and the other was traditionally taught.
If we compare the groups based on their average grade, their task performance shows
no correlation with their average grade. Even though the groups of traditionally
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taught electrical engineering students (Groups 5 and 6) had the highest average
grade, they tested the proposed explanations to the lowest degree. Group 4 which
had the lowest average grade did a little better than electrical engineering groups.
While Groups 1, 2 and 3 did much better than Groups 4,5 and 6. Therefore, I think
that the average grade did not play the crucial role for the observed difference in
student’s performance of testing the explanations.

4.5

Predictions

A prediction is not a guess, but a statement about the outcome of a testing experiment, based on the explanation under test: “If the explanation . . . is true and I
conduct the experiment . . . , then I expect . . . ”. Students use hypothetic-deductive
reasoning while doing so.
I included the “number of judgements made” by each group in the radar charts describing their testing of proposed explanations in Section 4.4. I decided to do so,
because only three groups predicted the outcomes of a testing experiment, but all of
the groups made a judgement (at least one) after conducting a testing experiment,
if that experiment supports their explanation or not.
In this section I looked only into the first three elements of their prediction:
1. If the explanation . . . is true . . . and
2. we conduct the experiment . . .
3. then we expect . . .
All groups together made eight predictions. Interesting is that only three groups of
physics students made all eight predictions.
Complete predictions7 formed by the students:
1. Group 1: “Our Hypothesis is that, if we create more connections between fibers
while exerting force on the thread, its resistance decreases. If our hypothesis
is right, the outcome of our TE (twirling the thread - they have pointed it
out) will be, that the resistance of the twirled threads will be lower than the
resistance of the ones connected only at their ends.”
2. Group 1: “If we could extract only one fiber out of the thread and exert a force
on it, its resistance should not change, if the reason for the change in threads
resistance are the new connections between the fibers. . . but we can’t get just
one fiber out.”
3. Group 2: “If we had only one fiber, exerted a force on it and the resistance
would change, we could conclude that the change is due to a change in the
feature of the material.”
7

Predictions that include following three elements: 1) If the explanation . . . is true . . . , 2) and
we conduct the experiment . . . , 3) then we expect . . .
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4. Group 3: “We could take just one fiber out off the thread and exert a force on
it. If the resistance decreases because of more connections between the fibers,
the resistance of one thread should not change, but if it does change, the effect
is due to something else.”
When students made predictions and did not form a complete prediction they usually
left out the first part of the prediction: “If the hypothesis . . . is true.” For example:
1. Group 2: “If we would prevent the thread to create more connections with a
nonconductive material pushed through the thread, we could exert force on it
and the resistance should not decrease in the same manner as before.”
2. Group 3: “If we would twirl the thread, we would squeeze the fibers togethers
and make better connections between them. I would expect that the thread
would conduct more current.”

Discussion
I assume that students left out the first part of the prediction, because 1) they proposed only one explanation (except Group 2), so they felt like there was no need
for them to repeat themselves and/or 2) they made that step in their mind, but
did not articulate it, which they probably will not do unless they develop this habit
through instruction. Either way, I think it is a good habit for the students to repeat
the explanation which they are testing, when predicting the outcomes of the TE,
because some of the group members might have forgotten what it is they are testing
(occurred in Group 3 and Group 4 ) and it is just easier to put the prediction to
words. It could also trigger someone in group to check the assumptions, that went
into the explanation or prediction, that they might have left out before. What is
more, if they form full predictions all the time, it will be easier for them to form the
predictions, when there are multiple explanations being tested.
If we take a closer look to all four wholesome predictions made by the students we
can see, that only one of those predictions was made for the outcome of the experiment that students could actually conduct. Three of those predictions were made
for an experiment that could not be conducted - to exert a force on a single fiber
(same testing experiment proposed by three groups). When these groups proposed
this TE, they quickly realized that it is impossible for them to conduct it. I think
that this is the main reason, why they have predicted the outcome: “If we could do
this experiment, we would see that . . . , but we cannot.” They probably visualized
the experiment in their mind and said it out loud what would have happened if, they
actually conducted it. This is probably the reason, why students do not predict the
outcomes of all the TE. They can just go and conduct the experiment, see how it
turns out and discuss the outcome later.
Considering the average grade of the groups we can once again see, that it does not
correlate with the level of students performance on predicting the outcomes of the
testing experiments. Just like the students with the lowest average grade, Group 4,
did not predict any of the outcomes, so did not the students of Groups 5 and 6, who
had the highest average grade of all the groups.
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Making predictions for TE based on the explanation under test, is an important
part of constructing new knowledge in physics and therefore important part of the
ISLE process. It is a difficult part for the students, because they are using a different
way of reasoning, when predicting the outcomes. I believe that teachers should ask
students to make predictions, when students can make those predictions based on
the hypotheses that they are testing, or when they can make them based on acquired
knowledge, not when they can only make them based on their intuition. This way
they take ownership of the knowledge (as discussed in Section 2.1) [10].

4.6

Representations

I observed that Groups 1,2 and 3 used different types of representation. They used
equations and sketches, Group 4 used just equations and Group 6 just sketches, but
Group 5 did not use any kind of representation nor did they discuss their observations and/or reasoning more than the other five groups.
Representations in general help students to observe the patterns, to come up with an
explanation or a testing experiment design, they help them to predict the outcomes
of the testing experiments based on the explanation under test and use of different
representations also helps students to come up with more and more abstract descriptions (an equation is the most abstract and usually comes at the end). Groups
that I observed, used representations mostly when discussing explanations for the
observed patterns (sketches and equations), but also when they were designing testing experiments for their explanation (sketches).

Discussion
The three groups using multiple representations, were all groups of physics students.
Both groups skilled in ISLE used multiple representations, while three out of four
traditionally thought groups used just one or even no representation at all. Students
who used multiple representation observed and explained more patterns, tested their
explanations to a greater degree and Group 2, was the only group proposing multiple
explanation for the observed pattern of change in threads resistance. We discussed
all of this in the previous Sections 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and pointed out that the main
reason for the students skilled in ISLE to be more successful in observing and explaining the patterns, testing the explanations and predicting the outcomes of the
testing experiments than the traditionally taught students, was their experience
with similar activities and consequently their knowledge of the effective scientific
approach to research. This could also contribute to the fact that they use multiple
representations more frequently, but it could have worked the other way around as
well. Use of multiple representations could also be an additional reason why groups
observed and explained more patterns, tested their explanations to a higher degree
and consequently predicted the outcomes of their testing experiments.
Use of different representations is no different than looking for patterns, or testing the explanation, or predicting the outcomes of testing experiments based on an
explanation under test, when we look at it from the point of view of the group’s
average grade. Once again, the groups that used different representations were not
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the students with the highest average grade and once again were the students of
Group 4, 5 and 6, who had either the highest or the lowest average grade, groups
who used the fewest number of representations.

4.7

Application

After a group stated: “This is it. This is our ﬁnal answer.” I had an additional
task ready for them. I asked them to propose applications of the conductive thread
(read more about it in Section 3.3.1).

Figure 4.15: Number of applications of the conductive thread proposed by each group
conducting the activity.

Figures 4.15 and 4.16, represent the number of proposed applications for the conductive thread by each group.
From Figure 4.15 we can conclude that:
• there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the number of proposed applications of
conductive thread, between the physics students experienced in ISLE and the
traditionally taught physics students,
• there is also no diﬀerence between the traditionally taught physics and traditionally taught electrical engineering students,
• the least ideas were proposed by the youngest group, but there is obviously
not enough data to draw any conclusions from this ﬁnding,
• the most ideas were not proposed by the groups with the highest average grade,
but the least ideas indeed were proposed by the group with the lowest average
grade.
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Interesting fact is that the students in Group 3 thought of one application spontaneously while conducting testing experiments and also Group 5 proposed three of
their ﬁve applications before I asked them to.

Figure 4.16: Number of applications of the conductive thread proposed by each group,
those conducting the activity and also those who heard about it through a traditional
lesson.
To make a comparison between the number of applications proposed by the students
who learned about the physics of the conductive thread through their own investigation and the students who were given an explanation in a traditional lecture, I gave
the same task to two additional groups. These two groups heard about the physics
of the conductive thread in a short traditional lesson from me (see Section 3.3.1 for
more information on that).
I gave these two groups 7 minutes for the task, because this was the average time
Groups 1 − 6 used for proposing their applications at the end of their activity. I
wanted to compare Groups 7 and 8 with the other groups, therefore I colored them
diﬀerently in the chart represented in Figure 4.16.
Table 4.1 contains all the proposed applications of the conductive thread by each
group. Note that some of the students’ proposed applications of the conductive
thread showed lack of students’ physics knowledge (for example the application
number 1 proposed by Group 8).
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Table 4.1: List of all the applications of conductive thread proposed by each group.
Group

Application

1

1. Optimization of sails on the sailboats. If the sail had LED lights
sewn in with the conductive thread, they would turn on, on that
part on the sail which would be optimally tight. So, you could
adjust the direction of the sail to be evenly spread by the wind.
2. Light decoration on clothes and on walls. If someone would not
like to have thicker wires spread over the wall.
3. “Light up speaker”. LED light would be sewn on the membrane
of a speaker and they would turn on and off to the beat of the
speaker’s membrane.
4. Force sensor.
5. Gym optimization clothes. LED lights would be sewn on the
clothes with the conductive thread, and would turn on only when
a certain muscle of the users’ body would be flexed. The user
of these clothes could isolate the wanted muscle with a specific
workout exercise.
1. Force sensor.
2. Variable resistor. It would be made out of the thread and when
you exerted force on it, you could change its resistance.

2

3. Object locator. A carpet made out of conductive threads, which
would point out the position of an object placed on the carpet,
because resistance of the threads on that spot would change and
trigger the sensors.
4. Bike/car counter. When a car/bike would drive over an obstacle
made out of conductive thread, it would exert a lateral force on
the thread, change its resistance and trigger the counter.
5. Clothes for bikers - direction indicator on a sleeve. A shirt with
and indicator sewn on its sleeves, which would turn on, when the
biker would indicate the direction of a turn that he will make. By
raising his arm on the side he would stretch the thread and change
its resistance, which would be low enough for the LED light to
turn on.
6. Shoes for children. The ones that we all remember from our
childhood - shoes whose heels light up every time you take another
step (works the same way as the applications described above)
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Group

Application
1. Air Bag. When a car collides and twists its bumper, a force is
exerted on the thread and its resistance decreases - activates the
air bag in the car.

3

2. Force sensor.
3. All kinds of sensors. Sensor for lights, which turns on when you
step on the wire, sensor for counting pedestrians,. . .
4. Weighted light source. Light source would be connected to
a battery with the conductive thread and you would adjust the
weight on the thread - exert a stronger pulling force - change resistance and with it the power of light the source emits.
5. Break light. When you would pull/press on a break, you would
exert a pulling force on the thread, change resistance of the thread
and with it turn on the break light on a vehicle.
6. Assistant braking system. When you would press the break on
a bike you would change the resistance of the thread and activate
the braking system, which would help you stop the bike.

4

1. Christmas sweaters. With a Christmas tree full of LED lights
on, or Rudolf with a shiny nose,. . .
2. Clothes with lights that turn on when they stretch. Could
be used in gym or as a warning that you gained weight (they ask
questions what would happen if clothes with this conductive thread
would be washed in a washing machine).
3. “Light up the footsteps” carpet. A carpet which would turn
on the LED lights in the carpet only at the exact spot, where
you stepped on it - exerted force on the thread and changed its
resistance.
1.Clothes that light up with each breath you take; that light up
when you stretch.

5

2. Heated gloves. Gloves made of conductive thread, which heats
up the gloves while conducting electrical current.
3. Survival kit. With a battery and one piece of conductive thread
you can create short circuit and light up the conductive thread and
build a fire.
4. Static electricity shield. “Whenever I take off my jacket I feel
a small shock of electricity - if our shirts would have at least one
conductive thread in them, the current would run through them and
not through us.”
5. Physiotherapy. LED lights sewn on clothes with the conductive
thread, would light up only if the patient stretched his/her arm,
leg,. . . enough - an indicator of a good stretching exercise, while
recovering from an injury.
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Group

Application
1. Variable resistor.

6

2. Force sensor.
3. Shinning clothes. LED lights (advertisement with changing
words) sewn on the clothes.
4. Paintball detection clothes. While playing paintball people are
denying they have been shot. If clothes would be made out of this
thread, its resistance would change when you would be hit and
LED light would be turned on - indicating you have been hit.

7

1. Electric fence. When the animals would approach the fence and
lean on it, they would stretch the thread, lower its resistance and
would conduct more current, which animals would feel and step
away from the fence.
2. Conductive clothes. To keep you safe from the lightning strikes.
3. Security systems. If someone would break in the house, without unlocking the door, the threads resistance would change and
activate the alarm.
4. Control systems. Light source with adaptable light intensity.
5. Adaptable resistance of the coils in transformer. With force you
could change the resistance of the coils in a transformer and therefore change the current in a coil and consequently the magnetic
flux it creates.
1. Coil with an adaptable inductivity. When you exert a force on a
coil you change its resistance and consequently also its inductivity.
2. Variable resistor.

8

3. Headphones. You change the headphone’s volume by exerting
force on the thread inside them.
4. Force sensor.
5. Pickup for music instruments. You exert force on the thread
inside the acoustic box, read the current it produces and use this
electrical signal to amplify the signal.
6. Earthquake sensor. The use of the thread instead of the piezo
element in the scale.
7. Portable “lightning rod”. You could carry a small ball made out
of the thread with you while sleeping in the mountains and drop
this “fur ball” in a safe distance from the sleeping spot and keep
the lightning away from yourself.
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5.1

Answering the research questions

After a thorough video analysis I am presenting the following answers to the research
questions I posed.

How do electrical engineering students approach the Conductive thread activity in comparison to the physics students?
Physics students observed the initial observational experiment a lot more thoroughly
than electrical engineering students. Physics students (traditionally taught or experienced in ISLE process) proposed explanations for almost all of the observed
patterns, while the electrical engineering students explained less than half of observed patterns (see Figure 4.10) .
I think that one of the reasons why electrical engineering students did not observe
as many patterns as the physics students observed is because, they were interested
more in the details irrelevant for the activity research in the first place (what would
happen if they sent high frequency signals over the thread,. . . ). One of the electrical engineering groups observed the experiment so carelessly, that they did not even
notice the change in thread’s resistance and therefore not even started the investigation before my intervention (more about the Group 5 reasoning in Section 4.2.1).
Another reason, why they might have not proposed explanations for more patterns
they observed is because, they strictly followed the instructions to their task and
proposed explanation only for one pattern - the decrease in thread’s resistance with
the increasing pulling force. Note in the handouts, that the students were explicitly
asked to propose different explanations for the decrease in thread’s resistance, but
they were given no specific instructions regarding the other observed patterns.
Electrical engineering students proposed and designed only one testing experiment
per group, while physics students proposed at least two (up to six) and conducted
two or three testing experiments. Moreover, electrical engineering students altogether did not predict the outcome of a single TE. The students of Electrical Engineering said it themselves: “When engineers start to play with the devices available
to them. . . ”; they manipulated the equipment without evident or articulated purpose
(trial and error method). Physics students on the other hand, always articulated
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their reasons for a conducted experiment and before many of the testing experiments, they even predicted the outcomes based on the explanation under test.
From the radar chart in Figure 4.11 we can conclude, that the electrical engineering
students tested their explanations to significantly lower degree than physics students
(the surface of their radar chart is the smallest). This could be due to their lack
of experience in proposing their own explanations and/or lack of habit to articulate/discuss explanations and their testing with the peers.
Furthermore, electrical engineering students used one or no representation. Group
6 drew sketches when proposing their explanation for the decrease in thread’s resistance. Physics student Groups 1, 2 and 3 used two types of representations. They
supported their reasoning for the change in thread’s resistance with sketches and the
equation for the resistance of a regular wire and they drew sketches when designing
the testing experiments as well. Group 4 only used one representation - the equation
for resistance of a regular wire.
Physics Groups 2 and 3 and electrical engineering Group 6 proposed multiple explanations. Only Group 2 rejected one of the incorrect explanations through testing
experiments, while the other two groups confirmed both of their proposed explanations and made a combination of them in their final statement about why the
thread’s resistance decreases.
Electrical engineering Group 5 provided an explanation for the change in thread’s
resistance, that was physically correct and included the most facts that led me to
believe, they understood what was happening inside the thread: “I can imagine only
one explanation: when you exert the force on the thread, more connections between
the small wires in the spiral of the thread are created.” /. . . / “The area of the cross
section actually decreases, but the area of the conductive paths increases. It’s like
connecting more parallel conductive paths.” Group 5 was also the only group who
included only the correct explanation in their final statement. Groups 2 and 3 who
partly mentioned the correct explanation from Subcategory 3 (see Page 68 in Subsection 4.2.2), also included incorrect explanations in their final statement.
Both groups of electrical engineering students thought about connecting a thread
with high enough of resistance in the circuit with the lightbulb or the LED, to not
damage them. They were also the only groups to measure if the emf of the battery
is really as stated. Both electrical engineering groups did all of this, even though
only Group 5 received handouts with the Task 1. Through their conversation they
demonstrated that they have developed a good feeling for physical quantities relevant to DC circuits: 1) electrical current 1 A is a relatively high current, 2) the
LED starts working at voltage 2.3 V, 3) the speed of electrons in the circuit is a few
mm/s,. . . Physics students never mentioned any of these. This might show their lack
of experience in the practical knowledge of electrical circuits. I think that physics
students do not have as many opportunities, to build circuits and observe, measure
the quantities in it, as electrical engineers do.
Regarding my interventions, students of electrical engineering as well as physics students needed some guidance and advice with conduction of the experiments. At
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least one group from each university needed to be reminded that their goal in Task
2 is not to “derive an equation”, but rather to find the best explanation for the
decrease in threads resistance, when a pulling force is exerted on the thread and
test it experimentally. Physics students needed a few more interventions from me
reminding them on what they already did, so they were not stuck in a loop and
proceeded with their research of the phenomenon.
When it comes to the application of the conductive thread, physics and electrical
engineering students were both equally successful. Before I started the research, I
thought that electrical engineering students will come up with more applications
than physics students, because of their advantage in pre-knowledge of electrical circuits and common perception that engineering studies are more practically oriented.
But the conductive thread was something new for all the student groups, so I think
that this was the reason, why they both proposed similar number of applications.

How do traditionally taught physics students approach the
Conductive thread activity in comparison to physics students
skilled in ISLE?
The surface areas of radar charts of students skilled in ISLE process are the largest,
so they tested the explanation(s) to the highest degree (proposed and conducted the
most TE, predicted the outcome of most TE and made the most judgements). One
of the most important differences between traditionally taught students and students skilled in ISLE process is that the latter consistently predicted the outcomes
of the testing experiments. Students experienced in the ISLE process predicted the
outcomes of more than half of their proposed TE and for all the conducted ones,
but out of four groups of the traditionally taught students only Group 3 predicted
the outcomes of their TEs. Group 2 (students skilled in ISLE process), was the only
group which rejected one of the proposed explanations. They rejected the incorrect
explanation Cat1. The other two groups who proposed multiple explanations were
Groups 3 (traditionally taught physics students) and 6 (traditionally taught electrical engineering students). They combined two of their proposed explanations for
their final statement about why the thread’s resistance decreases, even though at
least one of the proposed explanations was incorrect.
I also observed that the traditionally taught students seem to be using trial and error method rather than predicting the outcomes of the TE before conducting them.
Therefore, after every conducted TE they had to ask themselves what their explanation is again and again. If they would have predicted the outcomes, they would
have known what their explanation under test is. What is more, if they would have
thought about the outcomes they could also have easily identified if the TE supports
their explanation or not. The positive role of making predictions becomes even more
important when there are several explanations under test.
Furthermore, students skilled in ISLE observed and explained the most patterns (see
Figure 4.3). Two out of three groups using multiple representation, were groups of
students who were skilled in ISLE. Another difference observed is that students experienced in the ISLE process were aware of the crucial role of experiments in finding
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the explanation, that would explain the decrease in thread’s resistance best. While
traditionally taught students thought, that they could explain the phenomenon by
deriving an equation. With my interventions I guided them towards the actual goal
of their task. What is more, traditionally taught students also needed more guiding
comments, for example, reminding them what they already observed and proposed,
so they could proceed with their research from there.
The reason for the students skilled in ISLE being better with observing and explaining more patterns, conducting more testing experiments and predicting their outcomes, using different representations and explaining the mechanisms lies in their
experience in similar activities. Students experienced in ISLE already conducted
activities that follow the ISLE process and they also learned about the process itself. While the traditionally taught students only have experience in the traditional
problem solving, which in most cases requires finding a correct numerical answer
or with traditional laboratory activities, where they follow step-by-step instructions
and just see if the equations work in practice. These laboratory activities usually
ask of students to make measurements, draw a graph and derive the equation from
it, but they are never asked to propose explanations, test it, make predictions and
judgements and most importantly, they were never put into situation in which they
would have to reject an explanation.
When it comes to the application of the conductive thread, traditionally taught students and students skilled in ISLE were both equally successful.

Do the motivational introduction and an introduction task affect their success in the research of conductive thread?
If we compare how successful groups have finished Task 2(see Section 4.2), based on
if the group had the motivational introduction and Task 1 (see Section 4.1) or not,
we can conclude that there was no difference. All six groups observed the change
in thread’s resistance, all six of them proposed at least one explanation for it and
tested it with at least one testing experiment.
All the groups took similar steps in Task 2, no matter if they were engaged in Task
1 or not. In average all the groups needed the same amount of time to finish the
activity, but students without Task 1 did not have any restrictions to follow and
therefore did not plan their investigation and made decisions on how long piece of
the thread they should use, they did not make any judgement based on given restriction. Important part of engineer’s work is to work within given restrictions and
to make judgements, to decide for a design with most positive and fewer negative
characteristics. Task 1 creates the opportunity for the students to do that on their
own and get some experience in engineering practices, not only with the scientific
ones.
I believe that the reason, why there was no difference in student’s success in activities’s Task 2, between students who received handouts with the motivational Task
1 and the students who received handouts only with Task 2, is because the students
in this case were already motivated enough. The activity was based on physics and
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electrical engineering knowledge, so it was personally relevant to all the students,
what is more they conducted the activity on their own and had the control over
the process (two important factors of student’s motivation - read more about it in
Section 2.5). I think that there would be an observable difference in students success
in this activity if we would study the work of high school students. They would not
all see this activity as personally relevant as the university students did.

To what extent are students who learned about the physics of
the conductive thread through their own investigation more
successful proposing practical applications of the conductive
thread, than the students who were given an explanation in a
traditional lecture?
Before the short traditional lesson, in which I explained the physics of the conductive
thread to Groups 7 and 8, I was expecting them to propose fewer ideas of application
of the conductive thread, than the groups which conducted the activity and learned
about the thread through their own investigation. After my short lesson, Groups
7 and 8 proposed similar number of applications of the conductive thread as other
groups (see Figure 4.16). So, it seems that doing the activity in our case did not
affect how many applications students came up with.
One of the reasons for less ideas proposed by the students who learned about the
physics of the conductive thread through their own investigation, could be the experience with the conductive thread they gained with observation and testing through
the activity. Because of the experience, they might have subconsciously restrict their
ideas only to the “doable” ones. The groups who were given an explanation had no
experience whatsoever, therefore their brainstorming for practical applications of
the thread could not be hindered by it.
Looking for applications of the thread is brainstorming, which is a part of engineering design (when the engineers are proposing ideas about different designs, applications, restrictions, advantages and disadvantages) and also a part of science inquiry
(when scientist are proposing different explanations for the observed patterns, when
proposing different TE,...). Students have some experience on brainstorming from
elementary school and high school, where the technique of brainstorming is used
in traditional classes more than other practices mentioned in the Section 2.1 like
evaluating, analyzing, predicting,. . .
So, I think that this may be one of the reasons, why all the groups were equally
successful with this task.

5.2

Limitations of the study

There are a few limitations to my study. Many of them are related to the sample
used. As it was difficult to find volunteers for my study, the sample was a convenience sample. I could not choose students with specific traits or randomly.
The first limitation comes from the average grade of students in each group. The
grade in the Table 3.1 represents the average grade of all the student’s self reported
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grades in that particular group, over their first three years of university. The average grade of all the groups combined is 8.9, from which an average grade of an
individual deviate by less than 1 point. If we compare the groups’ work on the
activity based on their grades, we notice, that the average grade did not play much
of a role in which group observed more patterns, which group tested the explanation to the highest degree, which group predicted the most outcomes, used different
representations or proposed more ideas for application of the thread. Groups 5 and
6 (electrical engineering students), that had the highest average grade, performed
in all of these categories as well as Group 4, which had the lowest average grade.
Students of Groups 1, 2 and 3 performed in all of the categories better than Groups
4, 5 and 6. It is difficult to compare the work of physics and electrical engineering
students based on their average grade because they come from different departments
with different courses and different requirements. But we can compare the work of
Group 4 with other physics groups. Based on their average grade, which originates
from the same department and similar courses, students of Group 4, who had the
lowest average grade, also observed the fewest patterns, tested their explanation to
the lowest degree, used just one representation, did not predict any outcomes of
testing experiments and proposed the least ideas for application of the thread. Not
only had Group 4 the lowest average grade, but the students in this group were also
the youngest. Which brings me to my next limitation.
The second limitation comes from the difference in the age of students in the sample. The students in Group 4 were three years younger than the rest of the students
engaged in the activities. This means that they could also be less intellectually
mature than the other groups, which can be yet another reason for the observed
differences. This aspect is too complex to check, therefore I am only pointing the
fact of the year difference out, as one of the possible reasons for the observed differences between the groups and as one of the limitations to my study. If I look
at my research chronologically, I videotaped Group 4 as the second group and at
that point I found only three groups of volunteers. I did not know by then that
all the groups, except Group 4, would be of the same age. Therefore, after already
observing and analyzing the work of Group 4, I included them in my research, even
though their age could have been the reason for the differences between them and
other five groups.
The age difference between Group 4 and the rest of the groups and also their average
grade, could have affected the difference that I have observed between the traditionally taught physics students and physics students skilled in ISLE. Therefore, for a
clearer comparison between traditionally taught physics students and physics students skilled in ISLE, we need more case studies using groups of physics students of
similar age and similar average grade.
While I already said that it is hard to compare the average grades of physics and
electrical engineering students, I believe that the higher average grade of the electrical engineering students could only diminish the observed difference between physics
and electrical engineering students, because on average, physics students did better
in all the categories. Therefore, I think that the higher average grade of electrical
engineering students did not affect my study as much as the lower average grade of
traditionally taught physics Group 4.
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The third limitation comes from the size of the sample. I cannot generalize the findings of my research to all the traditionally taught students and students skilled in
ISLE process or physics and electrical engineering students. The number of groups
was small due to the nature of my study. Findings of my research related to the proposed explanations and testing them are comparable to the findings of Planinšič and
Etkina ([1]), so some generalizations about that can be done, but this generalization
does not extend to the differences in the approaches among different student groups.
The fourth limitation comes from the author of the study. All physics students
knew me from before. They were either my classmates at some point of university
(Groups 1, 2 and 3) or I was professor’s demonstrator in a course they attended
(Group 4). In contrast, I had met the students of electrical engineering just half an
hour before I started video recording their work. Dealing with a new person could
have made them stressed and less effective in solving the problem. However, based
on the conversations within all six groups and their interactions with me, I would
say that they were all relaxed. Again, this is too complex for me to check, therefore
I will only point it out as my fourth limitation of the study.
The fifth limitation comes from the nature of the study itself. Even though students
were asked to communicate all their ideas, they might have thought of something
but have not said it out loud. These ideas could be related to a testing experiment,
or a prediction of the outcome of a testing experiment, an assumption or an application. There could be several reasons for that: the students might have thought that
it was not important for them to say that out loud, or because the other students
in group were more dominant, or they thought their idea was silly and not worth
mentioning.
Finally, the sixth limitation is also due to the nature of my study. I only gave the
students one problem. What if they reasoned differently if the context of the problem were different? However, due to the nature of the study, it was not possible to
give the same groups additional problems.
All these limitations could have contributed to differences between the groups’ reasoning that I found. Therefore, more research is needed to document the differences
in the approaches of physics and engineering students to open-ended experimental
problems.

5.3

Implications for instructions

The research on the Conductive thread activity provides supporting evidence that
through ISLE process students learn to think like scientists. Students skilled in ISLE
have conducted the activity through steps that are similar to the steps scientists take,
while the traditionally taught students lacked a few crucial steps. This is yet another reason, why teachers and professors should incorporate ISLE in their teaching.
ISLE is new to all the students at some point, so they will need thorough guidance
and encouragement to follow the steps of ISLE process, before they start following
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them on their own. Even students who have attended three semesters of ISLE based
subjects, have not always followed the steps of ISLE process, or more importantly
the steps that scientist take. It is important to note, that these students have been
taught physics traditionally for nine years before that.
If we would start to teach the students how to think like a scientist in the primary
school or at least in high school, I strongly believe their process of research would
mirror the work of a scientist in a greater manner.
Furthermore, the average time a group needed to conduct the activity was the same
for the groups with the motivational introduction and Task 1 and the groups without
it. There was a big difference though, students who conducted Task 1 were engaged
in engineering practices next to scientific practices in Task 2. This is an important
finding for the professors who would use this activity in class or develop similar
ones. Students would spend the same amount of time on the activity while engaged
in more practices. More tasks do not always mean more work. If the tasks are well
prepared and tested they can, not only motivate the students (Section 2.5), but also
engage them in more practices (Section 2.1).

5.4

Summary of the research

Learning and teaching in general made a few important steps and progressed from
traditional towards more interactive approach, but there is still a lot of room for
improvement in our ways of teaching and learning. ISLE is a framework for teaching
science courses. It engages students in active and interactive group activities that
mirror the work of experts. There are many activities developed, tested and found
to successfully engage students in scientific practices and equip them with some of
the skills that will be crucial for the student’s success in the future [3],[4]. Some
of those valuable skills can only be developed through science and engineering. In
schools in the past and in schools of today students have the opportunity to engage
in scientific practices, but not so much in the engineering practices. So it is on the
teachers of science subjects to purposefully create opportunities for the students to
do engineering.
The thesis described research of an activity which is based on the ISLE process, but
also engages students in engineering practices. In my research I studied six cases.
We were interested in how successful are the students in conducting the activity
“Mysteries of the conductive thread” if they already had some experience in ISLE
based learning as opposed to students who had no experience with ISLE, how successful are students majoring in physics compared to students majoring in electrical
engineering and if their work is affected by a motivational introduction or not.
We observed some differences and similarities between the different student groups.
Students with ISLE experience follow the steps of an expert to a larger degree than
traditionally taught students, in particularly when proposing and testing the explanations. This research can be seen as yet another confirmation that through ISLE
process, students more successfully learn how to think like a scientist.
Physics students observed the initial observational experiment a lot more thoroughly
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than electrical engineering students. Physics students not only observed and explained more patterns, but also used more representations while doing so. Physics
students used equations and sketches as opposed to electrical engineering students
who used only sketches or no representation at all. Physics Group 2 was also the only
group to propose multiple explanation for the decrease of thread’s resistance. What
is more, physics students tested their explanations to a greater extent. They proposed more testing experiments than electrical engineering students, they conducted
multiple testing experiments for a specific explanation as opposed to electrical engineering students who were satisfied with one testing experiment supporting their
explanation, physics students also predicted the outcomes for some of the testing
experiments based on the explanation under test, while electrical engineering students used the trial and error method and never predicted the outcome of a testing
experiment. But students of electrical engineering demonstrated a better feeling for
physical quantities relevant to DC circuits than physics students and also provided
an explanation for the decrease of thread’s resistance that was physically most correct.
The motivational introduction did not affect students work. I believe that the activity was relevant to all the students, plus they conducted the activity on their own,
so they had the control over the process. Therefore, I think students were already
motivated enough and the motivational introduction did not make much of a difference. The hypothesis of the motivational introduction affecting students work, could
be tested by doing the same research with high school students. I assume that they
would not all see the task as personally relevant as students of electrical engineering
and physics students did, therefore we could possibly observe some differences in
their success.
Some of the findings in my study are similar to those published by Planinšič and
Etkina earlier [1]. Other instructors can use the results of this thesis and the results
of the paper by Planinšič and Etkina to prepare for the possible explanations and
testing experiments students usually come up with, while conducting the activity
“Mysteries of conductive thread.”
There are several implications that follow from my analysis. In my opinion, the
most important one is that we, the instructors - physics teachers, have the power
to engage students in both, scientific as well as engineering practices. With the
well prepared and tested activity, we can engage students to learn how to think like
scientists and make judgements of practical solutions like engineers.
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Appendix A
Handouts for students

(with motivational

introduction)

You are working in a research lab of a young dynamic company that is developing
electronic devices for creative designers. The company wants to develop a new kit
that will allow one to sew small electric light sources on her clothes and make them
glow. One of the key components of the kit is the conducting thread, which has two
roles: 1) to fix the light source on the fabric and 2) to allow current through the
light source. Because clothes stretch while we are moving, we also need to know if
such manipulation changes the electric properties of the thread and if yes, what the
mechanisms that can explain such behavior are.
The market research group in your company found a thread that is supposed to
conduct current. They made for you a magnified image of the thread, but they
could not get any technical data about the thread.

Figure A.1: Magnified image of the conductive thread.
The task of your group is to answer the following questions:
• Task 1: Can we use the thread for connecting a small light source to a 3 V
DC battery and make it glow? Important requirement is that the light source
should glow bright and that it can be fixed to any place on typical clothes such
as shirt. You will get two light sources to investigate, a small incandescent
lightbulb and a green LED.
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• Task 2: How a force exerted on the thread affects the resistance of the thread?
If you find any patterns, propose different explanations for observed behavior. Test those explanations and provide the explanation that describes the
behavior best.
For the research, you receive the following equipment:
• two connecting wires,
• small incandescent lightbulb (3.5 V, 0.2 A),
• a green LED,
• a 3 V battery source,
• piece of a conductive thread,
• a multimeter and
• a magnifying glass.
In case you need anything else, address the instructor with your needs.

Figure A.2: Student’s eqipment.
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Handouts for students

(without motivational

introduction)

Investigate how forces exerted on the thread affect its electrical properties. Propose
one or multiple explanations for any observed effect. Test your explanations and
select the one, which meets all your criteria.

Figure B.1: Magnified image of the conductive thread.
For the research, you receive the following equipment:
• two connecting wires,
• small incandescent lightbulb (3.5 V, 0.2 A),
• a green LED,
• a 3 V battery source,
• piece of a conductive thread,
• a multimeter and
• a magnifying glass.
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In case you need anything else, address the instructor with your needs.

Figure B.2: Student’s eqipment.
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Chapter 6
Razširjen povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku
6.1

Uvod

Spremembe v sodobni družbi, ki jih v veliki meri povzročajo nova odkritja v znanosti
in tehnologiji, med drugim ustvarjajo družbena pričakovanja za izobraževanje bodočih
generacij. Temu primerno se način poučevanja naravoslovnih predmetov, vključno
s fiziko, spreminja [3],[4]. En izmed novih in učinkovitih pristopov se imenuje ISLE
(ang. Investigative Science Learning Environment) [2],[5]. Pristop ISLE dijake aktivno vključuje v proces učenja fizike, ki temelji na znanstvenih praksah in simulira
delo znanstvenikov. ISLE temelji na eksperimentih in dijakovem učenju fizike skozi
proces, ki je shematsko predstavljen na Sliki 6.1.

Slika 6.1: ISLE proces [2].
Proces ISLE je dokazano uspešen pristop. Razvita so navodila in priporočila za
profesorje o vključevanju procesa ISLE v pouk in tudi veliko aktivnosti, ki temeljijo
na procesu ISLE in so pripravljeni za takojšnjo uporabo pri pouku [16],[17],[18].
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Sodobna družba od prihodnjih generacij pričakuje ne le osnovne znanstvene, ampak
tudi inženirske kompetence.
V Združenih državah Amerike je 26 zveznih držav z namenom razvijanja tako
znanstvenih kot inženirskih kompetenc, razvilo nove standarde za poučevanje naravoslovnih predmetov, imenovanih NGSS (ang. Next Generation Science Standards)
[4]. NGSS poudarja vključevanje v pouk naslednje znanstvene in inženirske kompetence:
1. postavljanje vprašanj in definiranje problemov,
2. razvijanje in uporabo modelov,
3. načrtovanje in izvajanje raziskav,
4. analiziranje in interpretiranje podatkov,
5. uporabo matematičnega znanja,
6. konstruiranje razlag in načrtovanje rešitev,
7. argumentiranje rešitev,
8. zajemanje, evalviranje in komuniciranje informacij.
Zaenkrat ni razvitega še nobenega teoretičnega okvirja za poučevanje inženirskih
kompetenc, kot je razvit ISLE za poučevanje fizike. Obstaja pa zaporedje korakov,
ki jim pri svojem delu sledijo inženirji. Imenuje se inženirsko načrtovanje [7]. Koraki inženirskega načrtovanja so: prepoznavanje potrebe ali problema, raziskava
problema, iskanje možnih rešitev, izbira najboljše rešitve, konstruiranje prototipa,
testiranje in evalviranje rešitve, preoblikovanje prototipa in dokončno oblikovanje.
Ti koraki si ne sledijo nujno v tem vrstnem redu in v nekaterih primerih lahko na
poti do končnega oblikovanja določen korak izpustimo ali večkrat ponovimo. Glavni
cilj inženirskega načrtovanja je načrtno reševanje problemov in zadoščanje človeških
potreb in želja [6].
Zaradi neločljive povezanosti naravoslovja in tehnike je smiselno, da v naravoslovne
predmete v gimnaziji, poleg znanstvenih kompetenc, vključujemo tudi elemente inženirskih kompetenc.

6.2

Opis raziskave

Aktivnosti, ki sem jih uporabil v svoji raziskavi so zasnovane na podlagi aktivnosti
“Skrivnosti prevodne niti”, o kateri sta nedavno poročala moja mentorja [1]. Navodila
za aktivnosti si lahko preberete v Dodatku C in D. Te aktivnosti temeljijo na prevodni niti, ki je sestavljena iz jeklenih vlaken. Prevodna nit ima zanimivo lastnost:
kadar jo obremenimo z natezno silo se upor niti zmanjša, za razliko od navadne žice,
kateri se upor pri tem poveča.
Aktivnost od sodelujočih zahteva, da poskusijo razložiti prav to lastnost - zmanjšanje
upora prevodne niti pri obremenjevanju z natezno silo. Najprej morajo spremembo
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v uporu niti opaziti, nato predlagati več možnih razlag za opažen pojav, te razlage
testirati s testnimi poskusi in na koncu izbrati tisto razlago, za katero presodijo, da
je najbolj ustrezna.

6.2.1

Raziskovalna vprašanja

Med mojim spoznavanjem fizike prevodne niti sem odkril štiri večje priložnosti za
podrobnejšo raziskavo:
1. Kako se pristop k reševanju aktivnosti “Skrivnosti prevodne niti” študentov
inženirskih ved (elektrotehnika) razlikuje od pristopa študentov fizike?
2. Kako se pristop k aktivnosti “Skrivnosti prevodne niti” tradicionalno poučevanih študentov razlikuje od pristopa študentov z izkušnjami s procesom ISLE?
3. Ali dodatna praktična motivacijska naloga vpliva na uspeh študentov pri raziskovanju spremembe upora prevodne niti?
4. Ali so študenti, ki so spoznali fizikalno obnašanje prevodne niti ob aktivnosti,
bolj uspešni pri predlaganju idej za uporabo prevodne niti kot študenti, ki so o
njej izvedeli z razlago, ki jim jo je podala druga oseba (v našem primeru avtor
magistrske naloge)?
Za odgovor na raziskovalno vprašanje “Ali dodatna praktična motivacijska naloga
vpliva na uspeh študentov pri raziskovanju spremembe upora prevodne niti?”, sem
moral ustvariti dvojna navodila. Skupine 1, 4 in 5 so dobile navodila, ki so vključevala dve nalogi: praktično nalogo, ki je služila kot dodatna motivacija za raziskovanje
prevodne niti, kot tudi nalogo raziskovanja vpliva sil na spremembo upora niti (najdete jih v Dodatku C). Skupine 2, 3 in 5 pa je dobila navodila iz Dodatka D, ki pa
zajemajo le nalogo raziskovanja vpliva sil na spremembo upora niti.
Za odgovor na zadnje raziskovalno vprašanje sem dodatno sestavil še dve skupini
študentov, katerim sem s kratkim predavanjem predstavil vse lastnosti prevodne niti
in razlago za opaženo obnašanje, ki so jih pred tem ob aktivnosti odkrile in spoznale
Skupine 1 − 6. Nato sem študente dodatnih skupin prosil, da predlagajo ideje za
uporabo prevodne niti, enako kot sem to storil na koncu aktivnosti pri vseh ostalih
skupinah.

6.2.2

Sodelujoči v raziskavi

V magistrski nalogi opisujem raziskavo šestih študij primera. Opazoval sem kako
so se skupine študentov po tri, soočale z aktivnostjo “Skrivnosti prevodne niti”.
Z mislimi na raziskovalna vprašanja sem načrtno sestavil šest skupin. Te so se
med seboj ločevale po treh glavnih elementih: smeri študija, izkušnjami s procesom
ISLE in po prejetih navodilih za aktivnost. V raziskavi so sodelovale štiri skupine
študentov fizike, od kateri sta dve skupini imeli izkušnje s procesom ISLE, ki sta
jih prejeli pri predmetih Didaktika fizike 1, 2 in 3. Ostali dve skupini fizikov sta
imeli izkušnje le s tradicionalnim poučevanjem fizike. Sodelovali sta tudi dve skupini
študentov elektrotehnike, ki sta obe bili deležni le tradicionalnega poučevanja fizike.
Polovica skupin je dobila navodila za aktivnost z dodatno, praktično nalogo, medtem
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ko je druga polovica prejela le navodila za raziskavo pojava o zmanjšanju upora niti,
ko le-to obremenjujemo s silo. Skupine so se med seboj ločevale tudi po povprečni
oceni vseh študentov. Za izračun teh ocen sem upošteval povprečno oceno vseh
študentov na prvi bolonjski stopnji njihovega študija. Vse informacije o sodelujočih
skupinah lahko najdete v Tabeli 3.1.

6.3

Potek raziskave

Pri reševanju aktivnosti “Skrivnosti prevodne niti” sem opazoval vsako skupino posebej. Še preden so vstopili v predavalnico, sem na njihovi mizi pripravil navodila in
vse potrebščine. Na kratko sem jim razložil potek dela in jih prosil, da se med reševanjem naloge pogovarjajo in svoje ugotovitve pišejo na belo tablo ali liste, ki sem jih
med drugim pripravil na njihovih mizah. Celoten potek njihovega dela sem posnel
z video kamero za kasnejšo podrobnejšo analizo. Med opazovanjem sem poskušal s
študenti le minimalno komunicirati in na njihova vprašanja odgovarjati samo takrat,
kadar sem presodil, da odgovor ne bo preveč vplival na potek njihovega raziskovanja.

6.4

Ugotovitve

Videoposnetki so mi omogočili vpogled v podrobnosti pri njihovem reševanju in komunikaciji. Poleg tega sem lahko izpisal dobesedne izjave študentov in tako lažje
primerjal delo vseh skupin. Pri videoanalizi sem se osredotočal predvsem na korake
procesa ISLE in s strani NGSS izpostavljene znanstvene in inženirske kompetence
(Poglavje 6.1), ki so se jih pri raziskovanju prevodne niti posluževali študenti.
Podrobneje sem pogledal, katere vzorce so med izvajanjem opazovalnih poskusov
opazili in kasneje razložili, ali so predlagali več različnih razlag za določen opažen
pojav, do kolikšne mere so svoje razlage testirali, ali so napovedali izid testnega
poskusa in kako so to napoved ubesedili, katere vrste reprezentacij so med raziskavo
uporabili in koliko različnih idej za uporabo prevodne niti so predlagali.
V naslednjih grafih so zbrani podatki iz študij vseh šestih primerov. Za lažjo primerjavo med skupinami so ob številki skupine navedeni še trije pomembni podatki o
skupini: ali ima skupina izkušnje z ISLE procesom, ali jo sestavljajo študenti, ki
so bili poučevani le tradicionalno, smer študija (Fiz = študijska smer Fizika, ET =
študijska smer Elektrotehnika) in letnik študija, npr. Skupina 1 (ISLE/Fiz/5) ali
Skupina 5 (Trad./ET/5).
Graf na Sliki 6.2 predstavlja število opaženih in razloženih vzorcev za vsako skupino
posebej.
Ob obremenjevanju prevodne niti z natezno silo so skupine opazile naslednje vzorce:
1. upor niti narašča z dolžino niti,
2. upor niti pada z natezno silo,
3. upor niti se zmanjša le do neke vrednosti, ki je z večanjem natezne sile ne
moremo preseči in
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4. če zmanjšaš natezno silo na prevodno nit, se upor niti poveča, a začetne vrednosti upora ne doseže, razen če nit nekoliko streseš. V tem primeru lahko
začetno vrednost upora niti tudi presežeš.

Slika 6.2: Diagram na sliki predstavlja število opaženih in razloženih vzorcev vsake izmed
skupin.

Slika 6.3: Radarski graﬁkon na sliki predstavlja primerjavo med stopnjami testiranja
predlaganih razlag vseh šestih skupin.

Na Sliki 6.3 je radarski graﬁkon, ki predstavlja do kolikšne mere je določena skupina
testirala svoje razlage. Graﬁkon vsebuje štiri lastnosti testiranja razlage: število
predlaganih testnih poskusov, število izvedenih testnih poskusov, število napovedi
za izid testnega poskusa in število sodb ali se rezultati testnih poskusov skladajo z
njihovo napovedjo (ali je v primeru, kadar niso napovedali izida poskusa rezultat v
skladu z njihovo predlagano razlago).
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Čim večja kot je površina grafa določene skupine, bolj temeljito je ta skupina testirala svoje razlage.
Radarski graﬁkon na Sliki 6.3 jasno nakazuje na to, da je Skupina 2 svoje razlage
testirala do največje mere. Nekoliko manj uspešni sta bili Skupini 1 in 3. Med
skupinami študentov ﬁzike je bila najmanj uspešna Skupina 4, a še vedno uspešnejša od skupin študentov elektrotehnike (Skupini 5 in 6).
Pri prepoznavanju vzorcev, konstruiranju razlag ter oblikovanju napovedi izidov
poskusov na podlagi razlag, si pomagamo z različnimi reprezentacijami, npr. skicami, graﬁ, enačbami, diagrami gibanja, energijskimi diagrami itd. Iz tega razloga
študente v procesu ISLE vedno vzpodbujamo k uporabi različnih vrst reprezentacij.
Opazil sem, da so Skupine 1, 2 in 3 uporabile po dve vrsti reprezentacij, skice in
enačbe, Skupina 4 le enačbe in Skupina 6 le skice. Skupina 5 pa ob aktivnosti ni
uporabila nobene vrste reprezentacije. Večinoma so skupine uporabljale reprezentacije
pri artikulaciji razlag za opažene vzorce (skice in enačbe), uporabile pa so jih tudi
pri načrtovanju testnih poskusov (skice).
Na Sliki 6.4 je graf, ki predstavlja število predlaganih različnih uporabnih aplikacij
prevodne niti vseh skupin. Pri tem sta dodani še skupini 7 in 8, ki sta ﬁziko prevodne
niti spoznali z mojim kratkim tradicionalnim predavanjem.

Slika 6.4: Na sliki je predstavljen stolpični diagram števila predlaganih različnih uporabnih
aplikacij prevodne niti vsake izmed skupin, tako tistih, ki so izvajale aktivnost, kot tudi
tistih, ki so se o prevodni niti naučili preko tradicionalne razlage.

Delo vsake skupine, tako pri praktični motivacijski nalogi, kot pri nalogi raziskovanja
spremembe upora prevodne niti, sem v magistrski nalogi z nekaj besedami opisal in
podkrepil z dobesednimi izjavami študentov. Pomemben del moje raziskave so bile
predlagane razlage spremembe upora niti.
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Razlage študentov sem razvrstil v dve kategoriji:
• Kategorija 1: razlage, ki vključujejo kovino, katere specifični upor se pri obremenjevanju s silo spremeni.
• Kategorija 2: razlage, ki vključujejo strukturne spremembe znotraj prevodne
niti, zaradi obremenjevanja niti s silo.
Razlage uvrščene v Kategorijo 1 so napačne in tja sem lahko uvrstil le razlago
Skupine 2. Kategorijo 2 lahko dodatno razdelimo še na tri podkategorije:
• Podkategorija 1: stikanje prevodnih poti znotraj prevodne niti preko večje
površine, kot združevanje več vzporedno vezanih žic v eno debelejšo žico.
• Podkategorija 2: zmanjševanje dolžine prevodne poti po prevodni niti.
• Podkategorija 3: ustvarjanje novih povezav med laski slepih ulic in že prevodnimi laski, kar posledično povečuje efektivni prečni presek prevodnih poti
znotraj niti.
Napačne razlage iz Podkategorije 1 je predlagalo pet skupin, napačne razlage iz
Podkategorije 2 sta predlagali dve skupini, pravilne razlage iz Podkategorije 3 pa tri
skupine.
Če povzamem, je pravilna razlaga za spremembo upora v prevodni niti sledeča:
upor prevodne niti se pri obremenjevanju s silo zmanjša, ker se med laski prevodne
niti, ki ustvarjajo slepe ulice (znotraj niti in tudi tiste, ki štrlijo stran od niti) in že
prevodnimi potmi, ustvarijo nove povezave. Slednje povečajo efektivni prečni presek
vseh prevodnih poti v niti. Na podlagi Enačbe 6.1 sledi, da se upor prevodne niti
zmanjša.
Enačba za upor vodnika (L - dolžina vodnika, S - prečni presek vodnika, ζ - specifični
upor vodnika):
L
R=ζ .
S

6.5

(6.1)

Odgovori na raziskovalna vprašanja

Kako se pristop k reševanju aktivnosti “Skrivnosti prevodne
niti” študentov elektrotehnike razlikuje od pristopa študentov
fizike?
Študenti fizike so začetni opazovalni poskus opazovali veliko bolj temeljito kot študenti elektrotehnike. Študenti fizike so predlagali razlago za skoraj vse opažene
vzorce, medtem ko so študenti elektrotehnike razložili manj kot polovico opaženih
vzorcev. Vse to lahko vidite na Sliki 6.2.
Mislim, da je eden izmed razlogov, da študenti elektrotehnike niso opazili toliko
vzorcev, kot so jih študenti fizike, ker so jih bolj zanimale podrobnosti nepomembne za raziskavo (kako bi se nit obnašala, če bi po njej pošiljali visokofrekvenčne
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pulze,. . . ). Ena od skupin elektrotehnikov je eksperiment opazovala tako brezskrbno,
da niso niti opazili spremembe upora prevodne niti in zato pred mojim posegom
sploh niso pričeli z raziskavo. Drug razlog, zakaj morda niso predlagali razlag za
več opaženih vzorcev je, ker so dosledno upoštevali navodila naloge in predlagali
razlago le za vzorec (spremembo upora niti pri obremenjevanju s silo), o katerem jih
je naloga spraševala.
Študenti elektrotehnike so predlagali in izvedli samo en testni poskus na skupino,
študenti fizike pa so predlagali dva do šest in izvedli dva ali tri testne poskuse. Poleg
tega nobena od skupin študentov elektrotehnike ni napovedala izida enega samega
testnega poskusa. Študenti elektrotehnike so komentirali: “Ko se inženirji začnejo
igrati z napravami, ki so jim na voljo . . . ”; poskuse so izvajali brez očitnega ali
artikuliranega namena (metoda poskusov in napak). Medtem pa so študenti fizike
večinoma jasno artikulirali razloge za izvajanje poskusov ter v osmih primerih pred
izvajanjem testnega poskusa tudi napovedali izid na podlagi predlagane razlage.
Iz radarskega grafikona na Sliki 6.3 lahko sklepamo, da so študenti elektrotehnike
svoje razlage testirali veliko manj temeljito (površina njihovega radarskega grafikona
je najmanjša). To bi lahko bila posledica pomanjkanja izkušenj s predlaganjem lastnih razlag in/ali zaradi (še) nerazvite navade artikuliranja/razpravljanja o razlagah
in njihovem testiranju z ostalimi člani skupine.
Poleg tega so študenti elektrotehnike uporabili eno ali sploh nobene reprezentacije.
Skupina 6 je ob iskanju razlage za spremembo upora niti risala skice, medtem ko
so fizikalne Skupine 1, 2 in 3 uporabile po dve vrsti reprezentacije. Svoje razlage
spremembe upora niti so podprli tako z enačbo za upor navadne žice, kot tudi s
skicami. Poleg tega so risali skice, tudi ko so načrtovali testne poskuse. Skupina 4
je uporabila le eno vrsto reprezentacije - enačbo za upor navadne žice.
Skupina 5, skupina elektrotehnikov, pa je podala razlago za spremembo upora, ki je
bila fizikalno pravilna: “Ko nit obremenjujemo z natezno silo ustvarimo več povezav
med laski znotraj niti.” /. . . / “Prečni presek celotne niti se zmanjša, ker niti stisnemo skupaj, a se prečni presek prevodnih poti poveča. V niti v bistvu ustvarimo
nove vzporedne prevodne poti.”
Obe skupini študentov elektrotehnike sta imeli v mislih vezavo žarnice ali LED diode
z upornikom dovolj visoke upornosti, da slednjih ne bi poškodovali. Bili sta tudi edini
skupini, ki sta preverili ali je gonilna napetost baterije res taka kot je bila navedena
v navodilih. Skupina 6 je storila vse to, kljub temu, da v svojih navodilih niso prejeli navodil za praktično nalogo. V pogovoru so pokazali svoj občutek za fizikalne
količine: 1) električni tok 1A je razmeroma velik tok, 2) LED začne delovati pri
napetosti 2, 3 V, 3) hitrost elektronov v vezju je nekaj mm/s,. . . študenti fizike niso
nikoli omenili nobenega od teh dejstev. To kaže na pomanjkanje izkušenj s praktičnim znanjem električnih vezij. Menim, da študenti fizike nimajo toliko priložnosti
za sestavljanje električnih vezij in opazovanje ter merjenje količin v le-teh, v primerjavi z elektrotehniki.
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Kar zadeva predloge o uporabi prevodne niti, so bile vse skupine enako uspešne.
Preden sem se lotil raziskovanja, sem pričakoval, da bodo študenti elektrotehnike
predlagali več idej za uporabo prevodne niti kot študenti fizike, predvsem zaradi
svoje prednosti v predznanju o električnih vezjih. Toda prevodna nit je bila nekaj
novega za vse skupine, zato mislim, da je bil to bistveni razlog, da so vse skupine
predlagale podobno število načinov uporabe prevodne niti.

Kako se pristop k aktivnosti “Skrivnosti prevodne niti” tradicionalno poučevanih študentov razlikuje od pristopa študentov
z izkušnjami s procesom ISLE?
Površine radarskih grafikonov študentov z izkušnjami s procesom ISLE so bile največje, kar kaže na to, da so predlagane razlage testirali najbolj temeljito (predlagali
in izvedli so največ testnih poskusov, napovedali izid večine testnih poskusov in na
koncu skoraj vedno jasno presodili ali se rezultat sklada z njihovo napovedjo).
Ena najpomembnejših razlik med študenti z izkušnjami s procesom ISLE in tradicionalno poučevanimi je ta, da so študenti z izkušnjami s procesom ISLE bolje
artikulirali napovedi izidov testnih poskusov. Napovedali so izide petih testnih
poskusov. Med skupinami tradicionalno poučevanih študentov pa je le Skupina
3 napovedala izide svojih testnih poskusov. Opazil sem tudi, da so se tradicionalno
poučevani študenti po vsakem opravljenem testnem poskusu morali vedno znova
vprašati, katero razlago sploh testirajo. Če bi napovedali izide poskusov, bi vedeli,
katero razlago preverjajo. K testnim poskusom so pristopili z mišljenjem: “Poglejmo, kaj se bo zgodilo.” V primeru, da bi premislili o izidih testnih poskusov, bi
lažje prepoznali, ali testni poskus podpira njihovo razlago ali ne.
Naslednja razlika je bila ta, da so študenti z izkušnjami s procesom ISLE zavedali
ključne vloge poskusov pri iskanju prave razlage za opaženi pojav, tradicionalno
poučevani študenti pa so mislili, da lahko pojav pojasnijo z izpeljavo enačbe. S
svojimi intervencijami sem jih usmeril k dejanskemu cilju njihove naloge. Poleg
tega so študenti z izkušnjami s procesom ISLE opazili in razložili več vzorcev kot
tradicionalno poučevani študenti. Dve od treh skupin, ki sta uporabili več različnih
reprezentacij svojega sklepanja, sta bili skupini študentov z izkušnjami s procesom
ISLE.
Razlogi za to, da so študenti, ki imajo izkušnje s procesom ISLE uspešnejši pri opazovanju in razlagi več vzorcev, izvajanju več testnih poskusov in napovedovanju izidov
testnih poskusov, uporabi različnih reprezentacij in razlagi mehanizma v ozadju, so
v njihovih izkušnjah s podobnimi aktivnostmi. Študenti z izkušnjami s procesom
ISLE so že izvajali aktivnosti, ki sledijo korakom procesa ISLE in so med drugim tudi
spoznali proces ISLE korak za korakom. Medtem pa imajo tradicionalo počevani
študenti izkušnje le s tradicionalnim reševanjem problemov, ki temeljijo na matematičnem znanju ali s tradicionalnimi laboratorijskimi aktivnostmi, kjer morajo slediti
navodilom po korakih. Te laboratorijske aktivnosti običajno od študentov zahtevajo,
da izvajajo meritve, narišejo graf in iz njega izpeljejo enačbo, nikoli pa ne zahtevajo,
da študenti sami predlagajo razlage, preizkušajo, dajejo napovedi, presojajo in kar
je najpomembneje, nikoli ne zahtevajo, da bi morali določeno razlago ovreči.
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Kar se tiče predlogov o uporabi prevodne niti, so bili tako študenti z izkušnjami s
procesom ISLE, kot tradicionalno poučevani študenti enako uspešni.

Ali dodatna praktična motivacijska naloga vpliva na uspeh
študentov pri raziskovanju spremembe upora prevodne niti?
Če primerjamo uspešnost skupin pri raziskovanju kako in zakaj se spremeni upor
prevodne niti, ko jo napnemo, na podlagi, ali je skupina izvajala praktično nalogo
ali ne, lahko ugotovimo, da med skupinami ni bilo nobene razlike. Vseh šest skupin
je opazilo spremembo upora niti, vseh šest jih je predlagalo vsaj eno razlago za
opaženo spremembo in jo testirala z vsaj enim testnim poskusom.
Ne glede na to ali so navodila za aktivnost vsebovala praktično nalgo ali ne, so
pri raziskovanju spremembe upora prevodne niti, vse skupine sledile podobnim korakom. Prav tako so v povprečju vse skupine potrebovale enako količino časa, da
so dokončale aktivnost. A študenti brez praktične naloge niso imeli nobenih omejitev, katerim bi morali slediti, zato svoje raziskave niso podrobneje načrtovali in
sprejemali odločitev o tem, kako dolg kos niti naj uporabijo in posledično niso
imeli priložnosti presojati na podlagi dane omejitve. Pomemben del inženirstva
je delo v danih omejitvah in presojanje, odločanje za načrt s čim več pozitivnimi in
tem manj negativnimi lastnostmi. Praktična naloga ponuja priložnosti za študente,
da to storijo sami in pridobijo nekaj izkušenj z inženirskimi veščinami, ne samo z
znanstvenimi.
Menim, da je razlog, zakaj ni bilo razlike v uspešnosti študentov pri aktivnosti v tem,
da so bili vsi študenti že dovolj motivirani. Aktivnost je temeljila na znanju fizike in
elektrotehnike, zato je bila osebno pomembna za vse študente. Še več, aktivnost so
izvajali sami in imeli nadzor nad postopkom (dva pomembna dejavnika motivacije
študentov). Predvidevam, da bi bila opaznejša razlika v uspešnosti iskanja razlage
za spremembo upora niti, če bi v raziskavah sodelovali srednješolci, ki aktivnosti ne
bi videli osebno pomembne vsi, za razliko od sodelujočih študentov.

Ali so študenti, ki so spoznali fizikalno obnašanje prevodne niti
ob aktivnosti, bolj uspešni pri predlaganju idej za uporabo prevodne niti kot študenti, ki so o njej izvedeli z razlago, ki jim
jo je podala druga oseba (v našem primeru avtor magistrske
naloge)?
Pred kratkim tradicionalnim predavanjem o prevodni niti za dodatni Skupini 7 in
8, sem pričakoval, da bodo predlagali manj idej o uporabi prevodne niti, kot pa
skupine, ki so sodelovale v aktivnosti in fizikalno obnašanje prevodne niti spoznale
same. Kot lahko vidite na Sliki 6.4, sta Skupini 7 in 8 bili enako uspešni (ali celo
nekoliko bolj) kot Skupine 1 − 6. Zdi se, da izvajanje aktivnosti ne vpliva na to,
koliko idej o uporabi prevodne niti študenti predlagajo.
Eden izmed razlogov, da so študenti, ki so fiziko prevodne niti spoznali ob aktivnosti,
predlagali manj idej za njeno uporabo, bi lahko bile izkušnje s prevodno nitjo, ki so
jih z opazovanjem in testiranjem nabrali ob aktivnosti. Zaradi teh izkušenj so morda
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podzavestno izbirali le “izvedljive” ideje. Skupini, ki sta fiziko prevodne niti spoznali
z razlago druge osebe, nista imeli nobenih izkušenj, ki bi jim omejevale iskanje idej
za uporabo prevodne niti.
Iskanje idej o uporabi prevodne niti je “brainstorming”, ki je del inženirstva (ko inženirji iščejo ideje o različnih dizajnih, o uporabi, omejitvah, prednostih in slabostih)
in tudi del znanstvenega raziskovanja (ko znanstveniki predlagajo različne razlage za
opažene vzorce, predlagajo različne testne poskuse,. . . ). Dijaki imajo nekaj izkušenj
z “brainstormingom” že od osnovne in srednje šole, kjer se ta tehnika kar pogosto
uporablja tudi pri tradicionalnem pouku, za razliko od drugih znanstvenih in inženirskih praks (Poglavje 6.1), kot so presojanje, analiziranje, napovedovanje,. . .
Mislim, da je to eden izmed razlogov, za zelo podobno uspešnost vseh skupin pri
iskanju idej o uporabi prevodne niti.

6.6

Omejitve raziskave

Omejitve raziskave so povezane predvsem z izbiro skupin. Prva izmed omejitev izvira
iz povprečne ocene študentov v vsaki izmed skupin. Ocene v Tabeli 3.1 predstavljajo
povprečno oceno vseh ocen študentov v določeni skupini iz njihovega študija na prvi
stopnji. Ko primerjamo skupine na podlagi njihovih povprečnih ocen opazimo, da
ni korelacije med povprečno oceno skupine in številom opaženih vzorcev, številom
razloženih vzorcev, številom izvedenih testnih poskusov, številom napovedi izidov
le-teh ter številom idej o uporabi prevodne niti. Skupine 1, 2 in 3 (študenti fizike)
so bile v vseh teh kategorijah boljše od Skupin 5 in 6 (študenti elektrotehnike),
čeprav sta slednji imeli najvišjo povprečno oceno. Delo študentov fizike in študentov elektrotehnike je na podlagi povprečne ocene težko primerjati, saj te izvirajo iz
dveh različnih fakultet z različnimi predmeti. Primerjamo pa lahko delo Skupine 4
(tradicionalno poučevani študenti fizike) z ostalimi fizikalnimi skupinami. Skupina
4 se je v vseh kategorijah izkazala najslabše, kar se tudi sklada z njihovo najnižjo
povprečno oceno.
Poleg tega je bila Skupina 4 tudi najmlajša skupina. To predstavlja drugo omejitev moje raziskave: starost študentov. Študenti Skupine 4 bi lahko posledično
bili manj intelektualno zreli kot druge skupine, kar je lahko še dodaten razlog za
opažene razlike. Ta vidik je preveč kompleksen, da bi ga lahko preveril, zato ga le
navajam kot mojo drugo omejitev raziskave. Naslednja omejitev izvira iz velikosti
vzorca. V raziskavo je bilo vključenih le 8 skupin, zato se ugotovitev raziskave ne da
posplošiti na vse tradicionalno poučevane študente in študente z izkušnjami s procesom ISLE ali na vse študente fizike in elektrotehnike. Zaradi narave moje raziskave
pa nisem uspel vključiti še več skupin. Četrta omejitev raziskave izvira iz avtorja
raziskave. Medtem ko so me študenti fizike že vsi poznali od prej, so me študenti
elektrotehnike spoznali le nekaj minut preden sem pričel opazovati in snemati njihove korake reševanja aktivnosti. Tudi vpliv te omejitve, je preveč kompleksen, da
bi ga lahko preveril. Zadnji dve omejitvi izvirata iz narave moje raziskave. Študente
sem prosil, da vse svoje ideje in premisleke delijo z ostalimi člani skupine, a so lahko
med aktivnostjo pomislili na kaj, česar niso povedali na glas (testni poskus, napoved
izida, itd.). Kot zadnje, študenti so se spoprijeli samo z enim problemom. Kaj če
bi v primeru drugačne vsebine problema razmišljali drugače? Zaradi narave moje
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raziskave preprosto ni bilo mogoče študentom dati še enega problema.
Vse te omejitve bi lahko prispevale k razlikam med razmišljanjem skupin, ki sem
jih opazil. Potrebnih bi bilo še več raziskav, da bi lahko jasno ločili med pristopom
študentov fizike in študentov elektrotehnike k odprtim problemom.

6.7

Zaključek

Učenje in poučevanje se korak za korakom oddaljuje od tradicionalnega pristopa
k vedno bolj interaktivnemu. ISLE je okvir za poučevanje fizike in ostalih naravoslovnih predmetov, ki s posnemanjem korakov znanstvenikov vključuje znanstvene
prakse v pouk fizike. Magistrska naloga je opisala raziskavo aktivnosti, ki temelji
prav na ISLE procesu, a poleg tega vključuje še inženirske elemente. Na slednje pri
pouku dajemo premalo pozornosti, a so za prihodnje generacije prav tako pomembni
kot znanstvi elementi [3],[4].
Opisali smo šest študij primera in primerjali skupinsko delo študentov. Ti so bili iz
različnih smeri študija (fizika, elektrotehnika), različnih starosti in različno seznanjeni s procesom ISLE. Pokazali smo, da so študenti z izkušnjami s procesom ISLE
predlagali več razlag za opažene vzorce in te razlage bolje testirali, kot študenti,
ki so bili poučevani tradicionalno. Poleg tega so študenti fizike pri argumentaciji
svojega mišljenja uporabili več različnih reprezentacij in predlagali ter izvedli več
testnih poskusov. Študenti elektrotehnike so pokazali boljši občutek za količine od
študentov fizike in predlagali fizikalno najbolj pravilno razlago za zmanjšanje upora
niti pri obremenjevanju z natezno s silo. Praktična motivacijska naloga sicer ni vplivala na uspešnost študentov pri iskanju razlage za spremembo upora prevodne niti,
je pa uspešno vključevala inženirske elemente.
Ena najpomembnejših spoznanj naše raziskave je to, da imajo profesorji moč, da
v pouk aktivno vključijo tako znanstevene kot tudi inženirske elemente. Z dobro
premišljeno aktivnostjo ustvarimo priložnost za dijake, da se naučijo razmišljati kot
znanstveniki in presojati o različnih rešitvah kot inženirji.
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Dodatek C
Navodila za študente

(s praktično motivacijsko nalogo)

Delate v raziskovalnem laboratoriju mladega, dinamičnega podjetja, ki izdeluje elektronske naprave. Podjetje želi razviti novo zbirko elementov, ki bo uporabniku
omogočala, da po svoji želji prišije majhna svetila na obleko in jih poveže tako, da
svetijo. Eden izmed ključnih elementov, ki jih mora vsebovati zbirka, je prevodna
nit, ki omogoča, da z njo prišijemo svetila na blago, obenem pa služi za prevajanje
električnega toka. Med gibanjem se oblačila raztegnejo, zato moramo vedeti, če taka
manipulacija prevodne niti spremeni njene električne lastnosti. Če jih res spremeni,
želimo vedeti, kako lahko razložimo opaženo obnašanje.
Skupina za raziskavo trga v vašem podjetju je našla nit, ki naj bi bila prevodna.
Dobili so povečano sliko niti (glej sliko spodaj), toda ni jim uspelo dobiti nobenih
tehničnih podatkov o niti.

Slika C.1: Povečana slika prevodne niti.
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Dodatek C. Navodila za študente (s praktično motivacijsko nalogo)
Vaša raziskovalna skupina mora rešiti naslednji nalogi:
• Naloga 1: Presodite ali je nit uporabna za priključitev izbranega
majhnega svetila na 3 V baterijski vir tako, da bo svetilo svetilo.
Pomembna zahteva je, da svetilo sveti opazno in da jo lahko zašijemo na
poljubnem mestu običajne majice. Preizkusite dve svetili: majhno žarnico
in zeleno LED. Navedite kriterije in morebitne predpostavke, ki ste jih sprejeli
pri podajanju vaše sodbe.
• Naloga 2: Kaj se zgodi s prevodno nitjo, če jo poskušamo raztegniti?
Kako vpliva natezna sila s katero delujemo na nit na upor niti? Če
opazite kakšen vpliv, predlagajte eno ali več razlag. Razlage testirajte in
izberite tisto za katero presodite, da je najbolj ustrezna.
Pri raziskavi imate na voljo naslednjo osnovno opremo:
• dve žici,
• majhno žarnico z žarilno nitko (3.5 V, 0.2 A),
• zeleno LED,
• 3 V vir napetosti,
• prevodno nit,
• multimeter in
• povečevalno steklo.
V primeru, da potrebujete dodatno opremo, se obrnite na vodjo aktivnosti.

Slika C.2: Osnovna oprema za raziskavo.
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Dodatek D
Navodila za študente

(brez praktične motivacijske

naloge)

Raziščite kako vplivajo sile, ki delujejo na prevodno nit na njene električne lastnosti. Če opazite kakšen vpliv, predlagajte eno ali več razlag. Razlage
testirajte in izberite tisto za katero presodite, da je najbolj ustrezna.

Slika D.1: Povečana slika prevodne niti.
Pri raziskavi imate na voljo naslednjo osnovno opremo:
• dve žici,
• majhno žarnico z žarilno nitko (3.5 V, 0.2 A),
• zeleno LED,
• 3 V vir napetosti,
• prevodno nit,
• multimeter in
• povečevalno steklo.
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V primeru, da potrebujete dodatno opremo, se obrnite na vodjo aktivnosti.

Slika D.2: Osnovna oprema za raziskavo.
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